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H1lltopics BG Friends bid quietstormer adieu 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
"We nlust • not let our children be 
::1s '''C ~ire . hcgg_c11·s of another man 
for his hon1e~lacil i ties, c lothing, 
food and the tneans of providing a 
liv ing.' · 
-Elijah Muhamed 
By Larry W. Brown and Joy Jensen 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
··Mel\1i11 Li11dsey \V<IS a ra}' of st1nsl1ine through a 
quiet :..torm." \vrotl! President Frankl)'tl G. Je11ifer in 
a hear1fel1 leltcr 10 the late broadcaster's fa111 ily 
\\1hich \Vas read at his funeral Tuesda}'· 
A capacity cr0\\1CI of rcl<ttive~. friends. col leagues 
a11d fa11s fron1 dive rse backgrounds gathered in 
Du111b1trton Chapel on the Unive rsity's Wes! 
Campus to pa}' their respects to the radio pioneer 
wl10 lo<;t his b:tttle lo the AIDS virus last week. 
Many in attendance shed tears of both joy ancl 
sadness as Lindsey's closest colleagues paid tribute 
to his life by reminiscing of their experiences \V ith 
him. 
··1 feel eternal gratitude for sharing with 1ne his 
life ... for being the wind beneath my wings on many 
occasio1 s," said Karen Campbell. co1nmunity 
affairs direc1or for WH UR (96.3 FM). ··Even i11 our 
sorrow there's joyful celebration. He has left his 
pain and suffering behind.'' 
please see FAREWELL, page AIO 
Blood donor drive marred by AfDS scare 
Red Cross officials dispel/ ruinors of blood being tainted with HIV virus, say impossible 
• 
BY. George Daniels 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Local Red Cross officials said 
rumors that a high percentage blood 
donated at a recent blood drive held 
on campus tes1ed HIV (hu1nan 
immuno deficienc)' vi rus) positive. 
In recent \veeks. a run1or has cir-
culated among st11dents that 60 per-
cent of the units collected at a Feb. 28 
blood dri ve sponsored by Kappa 
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc, Xi Chapter, 
tested HIV-positive. While a source 
of the rumor has not been iden'tified, 
officials at the Red Cross say it is the 
farthest thing fron1 tl1e truth. 
''Not only is tl1is unfounded, but 
we have never had a blood dri ve 
where we've had a higl1 incidence of 
HI V- posi ti\1e u11its do nated," sai d 
Katl1y Szyn1anski, media associate 
fo r the A1nerican Red Cross Blood 
Services. Greater Chesapeake and 
Poton1ac Region which services the 
Wash ington and Baltimore 
Metropolita11 areas. 
'' If ever there was a)time when 
ever three or four units at one si te 
tested posi tive (tOr the HI V-v irus), we 
would report this to the D.C. 
Commissioner of Public Health," she 
said. According to Sz)1n1anski , 1,500 
units of blood are tested daily. Out of 
every 10,000 units, approx in1ately 
one is HIV-posi ti ve. 
Last 111onths blood drive drew 52 
prospective donors. All prospective 
donors1mus1 undergo a series of ques-
tions concerning medi ca l hi story, 
includ i11g those about past sexual 
beh avio rs. Offici al s sa id some 
prospective donors then choose to 
disconti nue th~ rto11ation process or 
after completir ; the questions, are 
rejected as a dr;i1or by the Red Cross. 
Szymanski said 
often it will be 
assumed that an 
individual has AIDS 
What's Your Blood 
if he or she is turned 
a\vay on-site when, 
in fac1, it may be 
something as simple 
as an iron deficien-
cy. 
Once a un it of 
blood is drawn and 
taken bac k to the 
lab , it is taken 
through seven tests, 
one of which tests 
for the HIV· I and 
HIV-2 v'iruses. , If a 
unit tests positive, a 
letter is sent to the 
donor notifying him 
or her that their 
donation was reject-
ed .. 
Black vs. White 
The rumors about 
the drive here at 
Howard come at a 
time when the num-
ber of donations 
from blacks is sig-
Source: American Red Cross Blood Services-
. Greater Chesapeake and Potomac Region 
nificantly lower than that of whites. 
At the same time, the supply of the 
two blood types most commonly 
found in blacks is also low. 
''We are very interested in increas· 
,ing the number of do11ors from the 
African-American community, ·• 
Szymanski said. ''Most African-
Americans are Type 0 and Type B. 
We run low on these types of blood.'' 
In the meantime, rumors about the 
HIV virus have caused some alarm 
among students, especially those who 
donated in the drive. 
''You 're kidding," sai9 TaNoah 
Sterling, one of the donors at the 
blood drive. ''That's really terrible, 
I 
but I'm glad these people fowld out. 
They could have been giving it (HIV-
virus) to other people." 
Because many fear negative AIDS 
test results, Red Cross officials said 
some students opt to give blood as 
way of testing for the disease because 
th,ey are reluctant to discover the 
~~u~~t 0:~~~c~~y~~ f.J~~~ 
they would assume that they tested 
negative for the virus. 
''It's a good way to find out if 
you're IDV positive and I wanted to 
find out what my blood type is," 
Sterling said. 
"The last thing we want lo do is lo 
tum donors away. We don't want 
;(. ,. 
Type? 
TypeA 
44% White 
27% Black 
TypeB 
9% White 
19% Black 
TypeO 
44o/, White 
49% Black 
More than 90 percent of 
the blood already being 
donated to the Chesapeake 
and Potomac Chapter of the 
American Red Cross comes 
from white residents. 
Shawn Flowers I HilltoD 
donors to be HIV-positive anymore 
than the recipients do," Szymanski 
sajd. 
While just a rumor, Milton Wilson 
Ill, former keeper of records for Xi 
Chaf.ter, said, "I don't know who 
wou d stan a rumor like that, but I 
don't think it will reflect on us.'' 
According to Wilson, a senior 
majoring in marketing, not all of the 
members have heard the rumor. 
Meanwhile, another blood drive is 
scheduled lo be held here Apr. 17 in 
the Howard Plaza Towers from I 0 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Dr. Elton Tinsley 
from the Greater Southeast 
Community Hospital is sponsoring 
!he drive. 
Bison lose key player 
on coaching staff 
By Preston Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Robert Mcilwaine, 26, a part-time 
assi stant coach for the Men's 
Basketball team died after a pick·up 
game in John H. Burr Gymnasium 
last Tuesday. 
Mcllwnine, u 1988 Howard grad· 
uate wi th a degree in administration 
of justice, had just finished playing 
t\vo pick-up games with some Bison 
players \Vhen he collapsed around 
5:30 p.m. 
Mcilwaine played varsity basket-
ba ll under fo rmer Coach A.B. 
\Vi lliamson for three seasons (1983-
86). but sat out his senior year due to 
a heart condition. Mcilwaine was In 
his third year as an assistant coach. 
··He had !aye{\ do\vn as if he was 
getting a rest while wa iting for his 
teatn to play next,'' sa id Freshman 
Point Gu;1rd Tom1ny Brown, who 
was or1e of t!1e several varsity players 
in the gy1n. ''The nex t thing I know, 
he start s breathi ng irregularly so 
that 's when \ve started to call for 
help." 
Atl1letic Director Dav id C. 
Si1nmons s<1id a r11e111ber of the ath-
letic 1rai11ing staff a11d a physician, 
who happe11ed to be nearby, began 
admini:..tering c11rdiopulmonary 
ref.uscitatio11 \Vithin a mi nute after 
the coll<1pse. 
Fire officials sai{I rescue personnel 
\vere c;1lled <II 5:30 p.m. and a fire 
truck reached the gym six minutes 
Mcllwalne 
later. They said an ambulance 
arrived five minutes later and 
Mcilwaine reached the Howard 
University hospital at 5:48 p.m. 
At the hospital, medical personnel 
''tried everything," making a 45-
minute effort to resuscitate him, 
Simmons said. 
The cause of Mcllwaine 's death 
has not yet been announced. 
The atmosphere and player reac-
tion to the incident was mostly shock 
and disbelief. 
Mcilwaine, a native of Winston-
Salem, N.C., was a key ingredient to 
the championship success that the 
Bison enjoyed this season. 
Because of his youth he was able 
to relate to the players in many ways 
that the other coaches couldn't . He 
was often the liaison between head 
coach Alfred ''Butch'' Beard and the 
players. In fact , many of the players 
please see COACH, page A9 
Ba il ey / DeShields 24o/o 300 votes 
Hopkins/* McCoy 46% 570 votes 
Jean/* Martin 29% 360 votes 
I * Run off by April 8, 1992 
HUSA elections prove 
timely for Synergy, 
11:59:59 slates 
By Damon Oozier 
Hilltop Staff Wri ter 
There \vere 110 surprises in the 
new li o\vard Univers ity Student 
Association elec tions held Apr. I 
\\1 l1en lva 1  Hopk ins and Tene 
McCoy. as \\'ell as Donald Jean and 
Wi lliat11 ·· s o·· Mart in were selected 
by the \'Oting stu(!ent body to com-
pete in a ru11-off election to be held 
Apr. 8. 
The new t:lection results reflected 
the S<lme outcorne as the last; howev-
er, the Hopki11s/McCoy slate breezed 
by tl1e Jca11/M:1nin ticket with a larg-
er \'Oler 111t1r!li11 tl1an before. 
Althotigh ~tlte rtin-off election will 
detern1i11e 1he 11~\v HUSA president 
and vice-presi,le11t, tl1ere will be no 
rt111-off speakout. 
The Juti11s B11ilc}'/Erik Deshields 
slate place tl1ir<I i11 the new election; 
whi le the lwo slales which previous-
ly part icip<ttell in the election decided 
to \Vit l1dra\\' fro111 this pres idential . 
race. 
'' I th i11k 1h:1t the new elections will 
cause :1 cloud to ha11g over the new 
president a11d \•ice-president ," said 
Chris Cole 111an. pres idential candi-
date 011 the Colc111a1l/Sheppard slate. 
The elect io11s process for the new 
elections has come under fi re as peo· 
pie have co1nplained about the voting 
cards 1ha1 were given to students to 
• 
vote with. Ca11d idates and voters are 
in uni son \v ith tl1eir beliefs that the 
cards could be 1arnpered with , and 
the votirtg process was suspecl. 
''There's no curt:1in or anything. You 
go to the tc1ble a11{l sign up. I can see 
how th inos look sl1ady." said Alicia 
e> • • . 
Chambers. a se1ior ma1or1ng in 
chemistry. 
Ari cka Westbrooks, 'the new 
HUSA elections coordinator. said, '' 
It !the posi1io11 of the voting booths] 
depended on how they were set 
.I 
up ... some were facing the walls." 
Daanen Strachan, the associate 
director of Student Activities, said, 
''The polling booths themselves are a 
problem that can be worked on.'' 
A lack of voting locations were 
another problem voiced by many stu-
dents. According to Strachan, ''The 
General Assembly did not show up 
[to volunteer at booths] like they said 
they would ... the number of people 
that said that they were coming did 
not. There were originally 18 polling 
places, and that number had to be cut 
to 12." 
The first elections were declared 
null and void by the General 
Assembly after a contestation was 
filed by the Donald Jean/ William 
Manin slate. 
Donald Jean spoke on behalf his 
slate after the elections were over. 
''We feel that justice was served ... we 
would like to thank the General 
Assembly for their time,'' Jean said. 
The original contestation alleged 
that succeeding Elections 
Chairperson Malieka Mosely was 
guilty of inconsistencies in her deci-
sions concerning campaigning on the 
day of elections, and asked for her 
dismissal . The contestation also 
included a request for new set of 
elections . Although no one was 
found guilty of any wrongdoing, 
Maleika Mosely resigned from her 
post, citing inefficiency of the 
General Assembly to handle the situ-
ation as another enigma scarring the 
previous elections. 
After election results were 
announced the Bailey/DeSheilds 
slate, submitted its official statement. 
"On behalf of the Power of 
Experience, we would like to thank 
. all of our supporters, and we will 
work diligently with any slate for the 
betterment of the Howard University 
Student Association,'' DeSheilds 
said. 
• 
l 
• 
/ 
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A2 
Faulty wiring cause 
of Meridian Hill Fire 
Officials unsure about who to blame 
By Ken Robinson 
Hilltop Staff W riter 
The fire in Meridian Hill 
Residence which destroyed a sev-
enth floor room and caused $9,000 
in estimated damage has been 
attributed to faulty \viring according 
to D.C. Metropolitan Fire 
Department officials. 
Fir_e officials said the February 12 
fire began \Vhen a short ci rcuit in the 
wiring caused sparks from an ou1Jet 
to ignite a bed pushed against the 
''The bottom line is they 
[students] knew what the 
regulations were before 
they got here. Based on 
\vhat we have, we j ust 
can't permit [cooking in 
the rooms],'' 
·Nathaniel Thomas 
wall. 
'' It was faulty wiring. 1he only 
thing plugged in the outlet that start-
ed the fire was a clock and a fan 
which was off." said Andrea 
\Vi\son, who previously resided in 
the room which \vas destroyed. 
Dormitory offii:ials have not 
decided who is responsib le for the 
fire. 
Re''· -Nathaniel Thomas, 
Meridian Hill clonn counselor. said 
students shotild feel safe in the dorm: 
hO\\'e\•er. they shoulcl m:ike sure 1hey 
<lrc 1101 cooking illegally in the 
rooms. 
··Fro1n a safety point of view \Ve 
are -ok:t)'. There <Ire just some basic 
things \ve need not to be doing." 
Thomas said. 
The fire destroyed nlost of 
Wilson's belongings. including her 
clothes. co1nputer. tele\1ision. stereo 
and other personal jte 111 s. Tl1e 
Meridian Hill Oormi1ory Council 
and several resident assistants began 
a fund to help Wilson with expenses 
until a ruling is made by University 
officials as t~ ~hether she is entitled 
to compensation. 
The original fuspicion among res-
idents was tha~ the fire was started 
by cooking utensils and/or an unat-
tended iron. ''At first I thought that 
it was a curling iron or an iron that 
was left on the bed, I even heard 
someone say that somebody was 
cooking,'' said Sophomore Analisa 
Lewis. 
However, after dorm officials 
searched Wilson's room, they were 
unable to Jocate an)' cooking devices 
or irons which would have caused the 
fire. 
Although the fire wasri'1 started by 
any cooking devices', administrators 
eel these and others hazards could 
have overloaded the electrical circuits 
causing the short . In the hopes of 
insuring the in£ident won't happen 
gain, a search !~as began for illegal 
cooking utensil!Uin Meridian Hill. 
"We are doing periodic checks for 
the remainder of the school year," 
Thomas said. 
Some studedts are upset because 
the Office of Re sidence Life pro-
vides only one .microwave for the 
583 students who live in the donn. 
'' I can understand 1he reasoning 
behind [not being able to cook] it, 
but it's unrealistic ,'' said sophomore 
LeAna Crumpton. 
''The bottom line is they [stu-
dents] knew what the regulations 
were before they got here. Based On 
what we have, we just can't pennit 
[cooking in the rooms],'' Thomas 
said. 
Meridian opened in 1942 as a 
hotel. It was acquired by the 
Universi ty in September of 1967. 
The wiring throughout the build-
i11g is stil l installed for hotel living, 
· not apann1ent livi ng, sa id Thomas. 
Un ti l Meridian is able to electrically 
·accommodate apanment living, stu-
dents will not be pe rmitted to use 
any cooking de~ices. 
However. one student . who 
wished to remain u11identified. said. 
''I doubt many s1udents will give up 
their .applianc~s until Howard fixes 
the problem, or Meridian p.urns 
down.'' 1 
Dean's Series 
Dean says not just students pull all-nighters 
Dean Walker fffll a touch of modernization makes the difference. 
By Preoton J1nkln1 
Hiiitop Statt Writer 
When someone walks into the paper-heavy office of Dr. M. Lucius 
Walker Jr., dean of the School of Engineering, one of the first impressions 
that they may derive is that he is overburdened or either way behind on 
paperwork. 
''There have been many times when I have been in this very office all 
night working on behalf of Howard University," Walker said. 
Judging by the amount of work on his desk and the dean 's enthusiasm, 
Walker has certainly put in a lot of all-nighters on behalf of Howard 
University and will probably be experiencing many more. 
Walker is presently examining a proposal to renova1e the school. ''This 
school was designed in 1952 10 serve 400 students. Now, we have around 
800 undergraduate students and 200 graduate students,'' \Valker said. ''We 
foresee building a modem facility. Even though these are just the prelimi-
nary concepts, we would like to work on feeling good about our environ-
ment." 
Walker received his B.S.M.E. degree (summa cum laude) in 1957 and a 
master's degree in 1958 from Howard University. He was later awarded his 
Ph.D. in 1966 from Carnegie Institute of Technology. After serving as 
chainnan of the depanment of mechanical engineering. assistant dean and 
associate dean, he was appointed dean of the school in 1978. 
Walker is no s1ranger to government and 'corporate america. · He has 
worked for General Electric, Exxon, International Research and Technology 
Corporation, Ford Motor Con1pany and the Harry Oi,11nond Laboratories. 
He has authored publications in the area of transponation systen1s analysis. 
bioengi11eering and computat ional nuid r11echanics. 
Walker has also served on several advisory com111ittees,jncluding 1the 
Engineering Manpower Comrniss io11 of' the A1nerican Associa:tion of 
Engineering Societies, the Board of Trustees of Camegie-M~llon U ni\lersity 
and he is currently a member of the Board of Directors of the Center for 
Naval Analyses . 
. In 1988, W~lker was the recipient of the U.S. Black Engineer Award for 
H1gh.e~ Education. In 1990, he was appointed direc1or of the Engineering 
Coal1t1on of Schools for Excellence in Leadership and Education (ECSEL), 
a seven-university consortium funded by the National Science Foundation. 
According to their brochure, one of the many goals of ECSEL is to 
''broaden the pool of prospective students by reaching out to public schools 
(K-12) and community colleges to show a wider spectrum of students how 
engineering relates to people's lives and the livelihood of society in gener-
al." 
T.he City College of New York, Howard University, Massachusetts 
Ins~1tut~ of T~chn?logy, Morgan State University, Pennsylvania State 
Un1vers1ty, Un1vers1ty of Maryland and Universi1y of Washington make up 
the ECSEL consortium. 
''We depend on technology to give us infonnation and 10 get the job 
done," Walker said. ''Television, radio, computers and so much more." 
According to Walker, ''engineering the process· of applying scientific 
knowledge and mankind resource to mankind problems.'' 
However, one problem Walker faces is the declining enrollmenl of engi-
neering students nationwide and the declining budget here. 
''A lot of people think very highly of our program. Howard University is 
a great institution," Walker said. ''However, I think we need to reposition 
ourselves in the marketplace {to attract more students].'' 
''Our students here strive for excellence. We strive for leadership. 
Howard University is an international institution so our students can expect 
a new world of people, explore different races and people from different 
socio~conomic backgrounds,'' Walker said. ''I tell my s1u9ents to respect 
the value of knowledge. To sort out the truth. What is imagined and what is 
reality is becoming vague.'' 
Jay Davis, a freshman majoring in electrical engineering, is one student 
experiencing Walker's philosophy first-hand. 
''Being that this is my first year it seems like the curriculum is pretty 
challenging. It 's {the School of Engineering] a diverse environment and we 
have a wide range of teachers so you have to adapt," she said. 
One of the goals Walker has set for the School of Engineering is to attract 
more corporate money for students in the fonn of scholarships, grants and 
internships. By getting more money for students, Walker feels this will 
attract more students-especially students that may not be able to afford to 
ptudy engineering. ''Even though we are in the midst of financial retrench-
ment our students haven 't started to suffer, yet,'' Walker said. 
Within the school, facilities for conducting research include the following 
laboratories: energy conversion, mechanical measurement, system dynam-
ics and control, air pollu1ion, aerodynamics, nuclear engineering, water 
chemistry, structures and materials. as well as several other laboratories. 
The graduate facul1y includes: J.N. Cannon, chainnan of Chemical 
Engineering; J.H. Johnson Jr., chairman of Civil Engineering; T.L. Gill, 
chairman of Electrical Engineering; L. Thigpen, chainnan of Mechanical 
Engineering and D.M. Coleman, chai rman of Systems and Computer 
Science. 
''I'm very proud of our dis1ingu ished faculty. We have a very competent 
faculty," Walker said. ''I am very happy that we have decided to place more 
emphasis on design as a central theme.'' 
With a combination of the experience and background of. Walker, his 
staff, faculty and studen1s it is obvious that the School of Engineering is en-
. route to bigger and better things. 
''We must all learn 10 cooperate for !he common good." Walker said. 
··we are working on improving the human condition through technology." 
Campus Briefs 
WHAT'S AFROCENTRICITY?: 
Or. Cor11el West. professor of religion and director of 
the Center for Afro-Ar11erican Studies at Princeton 
University. viii! cli scuss his singu lt1r insights on afrocen-
1ricity \Vith ~l ow:1rd fresh111e11 during the Eighth 
Freshn1an Assembl)' at Ira Aldridge Theater Wednesday. 
April 8 <It 2 p.n1. West is author of numerous publications 
including Prophetic Frag1ne11ts. The American Evasion of 
Philosophy, A Ge11ealogy of Pragmatism and Prophesy 
Deliverance: A11 Afro-An1erican Revolutionary 
Christiani1y. Classes are cancelled for freshmen during 
the event and all freshmen are required to attend. 
OPPORTUNITIES IN AFRICA: The African 
Students Associarion \viii hold its first annual conference 
on Development and Investment Opportunities in Africa, 
sponsored in part by Access Africa Internat ional 
Wednesday April 8 from I 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the 
Blackbum University Center. Through the participation 
of embassies. businesses and eco11omic advisors, the con-
ference seeks to inform Africans and Americans about 
inves1ment opportu11ities and development on the African 
continent. Special features of the conference include a 
business trade fair featuring embassies from at least 20 
African countries and a keynote speech by C. Payne 
Lucas, director of Africare. 
FUTURE PHARMACISTS: 
The College of Pharmacy and Phannacal Sciences will 
hold it s fourth annual ''Open House for High School 
Upjohn 
' 
S1uden1s·· Thursday April 9 at the Chauncey I. Cooper 
Hall. Students fro111 28 hi2h schools have been invited to 
participate. ~ 
SPORTS AND EDUCATION: 
The Fourth Annual Black Athletes in America Forum: 
Harness ing the Power of Sports and Education will be 
held in the Armour J. Blackbum U11iversity Ceilter April 
10-11. Topics to be inc luded are the ' 'Role of the Media, 
Understanding a Global Perspective, The Black Athlete 
and College: Focus on Academics, What Parents Should 
Know. Making Sports Pay Off and Legends and 
Pioneers." General admission is $10 and there is no cost 
for students. Tickets are available at Cramton 
Auditorium Box Office. 
LEARNING AND FUN: 
Meridian Hill Hall will be hosting Community 
Celebration Day '92 on Saturday, April 11. The celebra-
tion is a children's educational and sporting festival . It 
will be held in Meridian Hill ''Malcolm X'' Park located 
on the comer of 16th and Euclid Stree1s, N.W. The event 
will take place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Activities will 
include racing, educa1ional games, face-painting, food, 
music and much more. Student coordinators are asking 
for monetary contributions to assist in the cost of the 
event. Organizations and individuals are invited to par-
ticipate. For more information , contact Tammy 
Washington at 806-4 114 or Diazina Clinkscales at 797. 
1699. 
Upjohn 
We'll give you up to $100 cash back when you rent a Hertz Penske truck. We've got everything you need 
The Upjohn 
Company will 
conduct an informational 
to make your campus move easy- a moderf!, cl~an fleet ... free unlimited mileage on One way moves ... 
convenient coast-to-coast locations ... a free moving guide ... and all the accessories to get the job done. 
For reservations, check the Yellow Pages for the location nearest you, or call f .. eoo-222 .. 0277. 
------------------- - - - -' 
l eaving Campus? Up to $JOO CASH BACK! 
Hertz . Pensk~ is offering up to a $100 rebate on any one way move (rented in one city and returned to another) 
Effective April 1, 1992. _All coupons must be submitted by July 31 , 1992. The amount of the rebate will be based 0~ 
10% of the time and mileage ct}arges as· listed on your truck rental agreement, up to a maximum of $100. 
NAME ________________ __ _ 
ADOllBS _______________ _ ____ _ 
crrY _________ ___ STAll _ _ Her~z 
RENTAl.AGllEWNrl, ___________________ _ PENSKE RlllllDW _________ IEFtlR#fDro _______ _ 
Mail this couJX>n and a copy of your rental agreement to: 
HfRTl lfNSKE1RfKl( RfllTAI • P.O.IOX391 • llOUIE IO GllEENH/US • READIWG,PAIHOJ • lt/O-m4'J11 
session bn ''A CAREER IN 
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES'' on 
Wednesday, April 15th from 
11 am-12noon in room 142 of 
the Blackburn Center. 
• 
l 
• 
• 
I 
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HUSA G eneral EI e c t • l o n p r e c i n c t R e 15 u I t 15 
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Sha.-wn Flo-we.rs I Hilltop 
Congressman at Blackburn scorns 
governmental mismanagement 
Howard alum Mike Espy places blame of societal problems on public servants 
1 By Sonja Morris 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Cor1gressr1111r1 Mike Espy. 1t1e first 
Afri c;1n-An1eric<111 l'011grc,s111:111 fron1 
1\1i-. ,i-.,ii111i 'illC\' Rl'Crlt\~tr11c1i11n. ~]'(l~l' 
to l~ o\l.;11tl ~ll1Je111' .111lf f:11.·t1lt~ .ibllllt 
the r1:1!i(111 ·~ gr(J\\ i11g frti'>tratic111 \\ ith 
elected 00i<:i:11, \Vl'(lt1e,llit\ :1~ Ill' dcli\'-
erecl 1l il' 1l11rtl .111r1t1.1I !.:t'lllTl' 'i'\'•i''''1.'tl 
b)' tl1e P:ttri(.'i<t Rober!' ~l<irri ... Public 
Affai r.'. Progran1 ir1 1t1e Blal· ~btt rn 
Ballroo111 . 
Esp)' ci1cd tl1e rece11t sca11d<1l ~ur­
rou11ding Co11gress' bou11ccd cl1ccks as 
one of 1l1e 111orc reci.:111 reasor1~ \\'h\1 
A111erica is !o:-,i11g fai1l1 ir1 its go\•er11· 
111e111 . 
··\Ve arc 111 a !i111e \1 l1ere J)ttblic frus-
tr:11io11 is al <Ill all 1ir11e l1igl1 v,il1ile co11fi · 
'dencc i~ ;11 i1n all 1i111c lo\\1.' ' Es11~' ... aid. 
Co11grcssr11a11 E~l'Y :1~ ~ed !lie :iucli· 
ence to excuse l1is 1t1r{\i11ess. He l1ad 
just arrived f ro111 \'Oli11 g to reject S 17 
billion cl1eck to bail out tl1e ft1ltering 
savings and loans i11stitutions. 
··1 voted ·no· bccau<.e I think that's 
the scand;1I of 1hc clccadc .·· I:::sp~' saicl. 
The co11grcs ... 11111n ;1],o ~aid the cr1or· 
1nou~ deficit :111,1 Cor1grc~ ... · ;1pparcnt 
1nabilit)' to reduce it i' )Cl ~lnolhc r 
• 
sotirce of tl1e cot111try's frustrat ion with 
the goven11nc111. 
- ' "The average Ainerican feels that 
nie1nbers of Congress don't live by the 
s:1111e rules as everyone else," he said. 
E'>p)' r11cntioncd cxa1nples st1ch as 
Ct1r1grcss recci\1 i11g free prescriptio11s 
\\'hile n1an)' A111ericans cannot afford 
h;1.:;ic he <1 lth care. Ar1other example. 
E'Jl) ... :iid. is Congrc~.., · recc111 pay raise. 
Cor1grcss took the liberty to raise it s 
~:1lary. yet niillions of Americans are 
out of \VOrk. 
An1erica is increasingly becon1ing 
co11ccn1ed with the amount of foreign 
aid exte11ded by the United States. Espy 
~aid. 
He added. however. while we are all 
for the slogan ''charity begins at home'' 
foreig11 11id 111akes up o.nly 2 percenl of 
the federal budget. 
"Interest payn1ents are the fastest 
gro\l.1ing ite1n on the federal budget," he 
said. According to Espy, money that 
could be spent on scholarships, job 
training programs and other wor1hy 
projects is being blown on interest. The 
federal government spends $3.000 per 
second on debts alone. 
\Vith all of the acror1ymity and dis-
gust. Espy said it isn' t always easy 10 
hold ;1 c;1reer in public service. He said 
Conference to instill 
media entrepreneurial 
awareness in students 
By George Daniels 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
beer1 realized in tl1e communications 
i11clustry althougl1 the Fede ral 
Cor11rnunic<1tions Commission 
A cor1ference l1ere ;11 HD\\·;1rd later (FCC). which licenses rad io and tele-
1hi s nlonth l101Jcs to l11 <: rc<1se the vi~ion st<1tions. has made efforts 10 
number of 111i11orit)' r:1clio ancl tele\ i- increase the number of mino rity 
sion sti1tion 0\\• 11 er~ 11:11ior1\\ i'le b) broadcast owners wh ich do exist. 
edu<:atir1g ~tudents (1f th~ i111pona11ce ti.1:1ny add that some FCC case deci-
of minority O\v11er~l1ip . sions have not worked in the favor of 
The Secor1d A1111ual 111inorit)' owners. 
Teleco r11r11t111il'atio11 ... Q\\ r1ersl1ip A Mar. 12 decision ·10 allow a sin-
Work s l1op co-sponsore<I b\1 t l1e gle broadcaster to own as many as 30 
Unive rs it y·~ r:1clio-tele\ isiori-filn1 FM and 30 AM s1a1ions across the 
depar1111 er1t ar1c\ 1l1e School of country, is be ing 
Comn1unications -=----------viewed by some 
Student Council. ''The key to owner- communication pro-
will be held Apr. ship of an ything is fe ssionals as a set· 
18. back fo r mi nor it y 
The conference. the knowledge of the owners as a greater 
a brainchild of the process, It 's never concentrat ion of 
depart1ne11t 's ch:ii r- sta tion ownership 
person. Dr. tO O ea rl y to Start by large corporate 
Bi shetta Merritt. learning.'' ent it ies w il l be 
will inclttde vari- 1ailoWed. 
ou s panel .~ cl is- ''If a corporat ion 
cussi ng funding •• Cathis Hall, lee- can acquire 60 sta-
effort s to O\l.' 11 tions, what is that 
broadcast outlets. turer in the radio-tv- going to do for the 
writing busi ne ss film department and little guy," Hall 
plan s and the said. 
appl icationprocess coordinator of the Organizersof the 
and alternatives to f conference hope to 
radio or television con erence. inspire ma ny stu -
ownership . In r dents who are inter-
addition. a lifcti111e ested in stat ion 
achievement award \Viii be presented ownership to pu rsue their goals 
to John E. Oxendine. president of the equipped with proper information 10 
Di strict -based Broadcast Capital get off to good stan . 
Fund, Inc. (Broadcap). for l1i s efforts ''What we want to do is expose 
10 help minorities buy radio and tele- them lo the process rn eeded to 
vision st:1tions. acquire a facilityJ and let them know 
''The key to ownership of any- this is an area we need to further 
thing is tl1 e knowledge of the pro- explore," Hall said. ( 
cess," St1id Cathis H<tll. lecturer i11 The con ference is open to any 
the radio -tv- fil111 department and Howard student. Participants must 
coordinator of the conf'erence. '' It 's pre-reg ister between Apr. 6-8 
never too early to start lean1ing." between 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in front of 
Currently. less tha11 two percent of the radio-Iv-fi lm department's office 
broadcas t st:t1i o r1s are owned by (R1n C-226) in the C. B. Powe ll 
minorities. Furtl1er. little change has Buildi11g. 
' 
, 
wheneve r he gets pess ir11i stic li e 
remembers \vhy he ca1ne to Ho w11rd 
University in tl1e first pla<:c. 
After being among the first studer11s 
to integrate Mississippi public schools 
•ind being bea1cn b)• \\l1ite \tltdent' :111cl 
<tttacked b)' dogs he ··rushed i11t(l 1t1e 
protective anns of the Capsto11e." 
··1 also \Van1ed to follO\\' in the ft)()\-
steps oflliurg.ood Mar.l1all ar1,1 Jl;1trit-i.1 
Roberts Harris. ·· 
As a student. Espy sen'cd as tin offi-
cer of the Political Sc'ience Clt1b and 
treasurer of the then College of Liber<i 
Arts. He found those positions OCnefi-
cial to his future career choice. 
Espy described life in the polilical 
arena as difficult, but challengir1g. He 
said when things start 10 look grin1 lie 
takes a glance al one his favorite pl10-
1os. The photo is of a young girl 11r1cl 
her gl"andn1other wl10 11re witr1essir1g 
running water for the first tin1e ir1 their 
rural Mississippi hoine. 
. Espy played a big part in seeing that 
the running water project was co1nplet· 
ed. Though his district is the third poor· 
est district in the nation . the picture 
gives him hope. 
The congressn1an concluded his 
speech b)' advising studen ts no\ to. 
A taste of culture 
"gi\•e tip on go\1e1111nent. don't give up 
on pliblic <;er\•i<:e <t11d ,1011'1 give up on 
yourself." 
Esp)'~ speec l1 ended just as hi s 
beeper ~Ol1n,lecl. signaling 1hat he was 
r1cclll·ct :11 C;111i tol !·!ill for another 
lllllXlflillll \-'OlC. 
Becau~e of l1 is quick departure Espy 
h:td little ti111e arl'i\\·e r questions. 
1 IO\\ C\ er ~I.'\ l'f:1J \lt1(t~·11ts. including 
Cl1ri' Colc111an a11d Julius Bailey, who 
were both in\'Olved i11 Ho\vard's politi-
c:i 1 arena. corn 111en1ed on how 
ir11pressed 1l1C)' \\'Cre " 'ith 1he speech. 
''Al fir~! I thougl111l1:1t he concentrat-
ed 100 rntich on the neg;1tive aspects of 
!Joli ! ic~ btit !he speech eventually 
!L1rr1cd out to be 11n optirnistic one:· 
Colcr11a11 ~:tid. 
··n1e 111ost 1novi r1g pi1n of the speech 
\vas \\'lien he tt1lke{t about the prob\e1hs 
i11 hi s O \~ n co111111u11il)'. People can 
idc11tify with co111n1on concerns such as 
problerns facing tl1e Black community 
better than 1hey can identify with the 
natior1<1l defici1.·· Bailey said. 
Baile)' added th:i t Espy 's speech 
rc11ffin11ed the go:1l s of Patricia Roberts 
H:1rri s wl10 belic\1e that African· 
A111cri1,: ;1n~ !'>hOttld 1aJ...e a more act ive 
role in publi'' ~crvicc. Congressman Mike Espy 
Howard University often allows students to experience the different cultures 
within the black diaspora. Last week, the African Student Association spon-
sored the Ugandan dancers for an exhibition In the Armour J. Blackbum 
Center on the University's main campus. 
' 
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Late, and Still Not There 
South Africans have said "Yes." 
Finally! They have voted, with a 2-to-I 
margin, to engage Nelson Mandela 's 
African National Congress (ANC) in 
negotiations to restructure the govern-
ment and allow a 'sharing' of power 
between South Africa's whites and 
blacks. 
After a long history of minority rule and 
apartheid, what would have brought about 
such a change of heart in the Afrikaans? 
Were they voting to finally allow the 
long-oppressed blacks in their country to 
share in their own governance? Did they 
finally see the light and reject their 
apartheid ways? Or was their something 
more tangible,immediate and practical 
that brought them to the ballot box to 
restructure their government? 
Business Week reports that unemploy-
ment levels have been 16 percent and no 
new jobs have been created in a decade. 
Furthermore, the country's output has 
grown at a meager 2 percent annually 
over the same time frame. Economics 
and money were at the heart of their deci-
sion to continue negotiations with the 
ANC. When Nelson Mandela was 
released, Great Britain's Margaret 
Thatcher called on all members of the 
Commonwealth of Nations to drop their 
sanctions against South Africa, feeling 
that the government's release of Mandela 
was such a good faith effort on their part. 
Never mind the fact that he had been 
unjustly imprisoned for 27 years . 
Don 't be fooled! South Afrikaans are 
looking for a way to jump start their 
economy and to get back into the interna-
tional arena just in time to lock in favor-
able trade , investment and economic 
relations with growing European, Asian 
and American nations. In terms of 
human rights, political fairness and truly 
representative government, they are still 
late coming to the table and it is highly 
doubtful that they ever want to really 
meet the standards set in other nations. 
Then again, the standards in places like 
the Americas and Europe are nowhere 
near where they should be as well. 
Progress on the Way 
• 
The citizens of Illinois have made two 
very good decisions. The first was to 
grant victory to Carol Mosely Braun in the 
democratic senatorial race. The second 
was to oust race-baiting Congressn1an Gus 
Savage from his too-long-held throne in 
Congress. 
Using voter sentiment hostile to the 
Senate's treatment of Anita Hill's sexual 
harassment allegation, Carol Moseley 
Braun defeated both Senator Alan Dixon 
and attorney Al Hofeld to advance to the 
state general election. There she will face 
republican challenger Richard Williamson 
· in a state that has two democratic senators 
and is generally considered democratic. 
Braun, who served as . the Cook County, 
Illinois Recorder of Deeds, will surely 
benefit from the anti-incumbent sentiment 
that is evidenced by the presidential cam-
paign of fomler California Governor Jerry 
Brown. As an outsider, she gives off the 
aura of going to Washington and not 
engaging in 'business as usual'. For us, as 
an African-American community, we can 
only smile as one of our own breaks into 
the ranks as those whose votes count in the 
roll call of the United States Senate. 
''We have lost to the white racist press 
and the the racist reactionary Jewish mis-
leaders." That was the tone of Gus 
Savage's concession speech when he real-
ized that Melvin Reynolds, a Rhodes 
Scholar and educator, had defeated him. 
Besides Savage's own race-baiting poli-
tics, Reynolds' victory had something to 
owe to congressional redistricting that 
eroded Savage's core base and included 
more moderate voters. Nevertheless, 
Savage has spent 12 years on Capitol Hill 
and tfie one' characteristis he is most noted 
for is hi s chronic absenteeism. Less than a 
need for a new face and new blood in the 
congress ional seat, Savage's style did 
niore to alienate needed colleagues than to 
effectively lead his constituents and this 
• 
nanon. 
Sometimes progress comes in big steps, 
son1etin1es small. But in Illinois, progress 
has just taken one big quantum leap. 
Final Farewell to Our Own 
Last week Thursday, the Howard 
University community, along with the radio 
and broadcast communities, mourned the 
passing of radio and television personality 
Melvin Lindsey. Melvin Lindsey, a 
Howard School of Communications alum-
ni, was a pioneer disc jockey at Howard's 
radio station WHUR-FM (96.3) where he 
invented the "Quiet Stoml" fomlat of soft, 
romantic, mood music late in the eveni.ng. 
Homegrown in Washington, DC, at 
Wilson Senior High School and right here 
on Hilltop High, Melvin began hi.s 
media career at WHUR in the rnid-
1970s as a student worker at the 
radio station. From those begin· 
nings, he raised himself to industry-
wide recognition and respect for his 
deep, smooth voice as well as his 
ipnovatiove radio formats. His 
"Quiet Storm" has been imitated in 
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and 
beyond. In an industry not known for 
its longevity, Melvin reigned for 15 
years as THE voice of Washington's 
nights, whether at WHUR-FM, 
WKYS-FM or WPGC-FM. 
Never.too far from his roots, Melvin 
always made sure .to give back to the 
community and be a leader where he 
could. Up until a year ago, he was a 
~ 
regular host of the United Negro 
College Fund's annual telecast. 
Furthermore, he hosted a _public 
affairs program in Baltimore called 
"On Time." 
After being diagnosed with the 
AIDS virus two years ago, Melvin's 
professional career stagnated as his 
health declined. However, whereas 
he surely missed the joys of his 
career, he had surrounding him the 
love of his family--a caring, warm and 
loving family. 
Melvin Lindsey's life speaks to all 
the Howard University community. 
He was a Howard student who 
worked hard to get to the top of his 
profession. He used his talents for 
the benefit of the community to which 
he belonged. He was also the victim 
of a disease that is ravishing our com-
munity and threatens to continue to 
do so if we do not take heed and 
become responsible in our actions. 
The Editorial Board, THE HILL· 
TOP staff and the entire University 
share the sorrow of Melvin's death 
with his family. We extend our sin-
cerest wishes and deepest prayers to 
the family and friends of our brother 
gone on to His glory. 
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L\Nl) T~Af~ f'JNAL. 
Letters to the Editor 
Howard Staff 
Want Their 
Choice 
Dear Editor, 
The faculty and staff have been anxiously wait-
ing since December for news concerning the 
new Howard University proposed health care 
prog~am. The president and vice president of 
Fiscal Affairs/Treasurer have been dragging 
their feet in announcing the details of the new 
program. As of Monday, April 30, the presi-
dent's office has not distributed the promised 
health care benefits enrollment kit, has not 
called for employee meetings to explain the pro-
gram nor has it announced a time period for 
"open enrollment." 
This postponement of a health care plan affects 
over 1,000 members of the Howard University 
family who currently receive their health care 
from Kaiser Pennanente. Kaiser, a major health 
maintenance organization (HMO) in the 
metropolitan area has already written letters to 
Howard University employees infonning them 
that the University will cancel their coverage 
with Kasier as of May 31. This announcement 
has caused undue anxiety and concern to 
Howard University employees enrolled with 
We Welcome Your Leners and Comments 
Kaiser. Many faculty and staff members have ' 
scheduled surgery, receive monthly intravenous 
and radiation treatments, prenatal care and have 
scheduled wellness visits for their family. Other 
employees depend on Kaiser for costly prescrip-
tions that may mount up to over $1,000 a month. 
It seems that Howard University has cancelled 
our health benefits with Kaiser because this 
HMO will not use Howard University Hospital 
as its primary care facility. Is this a valid enough 
reason for the president's office to cancel its 
employee health benefit program with Kaiser? 
Kaiser provides high quality medical services 
to the Howard University family at convenient 
health care facilities in Maryland, Virginia and 
in the District. Is the president's office interest-
ed in supporting a health care plan that has a 
good track record or is its intent to "slap" 
Kaiser's hands for not using Howard University 
Hospital? In the long run, it is the Howard 
University faculty and staff that suffer. 
We urge the President and his administration to 
continue its health care agreement with Kaiser 
Pennanente. Faculty and staff should have the 
choice and access to high quality medical care. 
Why hasn't the President asked the faculty and 
staff to voice their preferences? As in the past, 
the president's office dictates and the faculty and 
staff must suffer the consequences. 
• 
Concerned faculty and staff members at 
Howard University. · 
THE HJUTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, aclrninistrators, staff, students and alumni are 
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We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style, spelling and 
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The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HIU..TOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board, and do 
not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HIUTOP Board or the students. 
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No More 
Show 
and Tell 
For Me 
Aricka Westbrooks 
I read the article about black and 
white relations in the Sunday Post 
where a group of white people get 
together and talk about black people 
and then a group of black people get 
together :ind talk about white people 
and then t!1e two groups come 
togetlter and get to talk about each 
other to their fi1ce s. Sornebody 
thought it was a good idea. getting 
conversations like this started. My 
professor asked tne 
" \Vhat did you think of ir?" 
''I thought it \\'JS the conversation 
of my life,'' I said. 
It began at the age of three \vhen I 
n1oved into Beverly. a neighborhood 
in southwest Chicago. It continued 
in kindergarten when I was asked if I 
was sisters \Vith Li sa Vanderkooi , the 
only other bl i1c k gi rl . in n1y class. 
who happe11ed to be adopted by a 
white fa1nily. It continued in vaca-
tion bible sc hool when the coordina-
tors ca1ne to our house and asked if 
they could borrow our black dolls for 
diversity i11 the r1ursery. It continued 
at the slumber parties tl111t were the 
rage i11 t11e founh and fifth grades, 
whe11 1ny gi rlfriends looked al the 
pal111s of 111y feet and hands and told 
rne that \Va!'.> turning white. It contin-
ued at Friday afternoon swi ms at 
Ridge Park. when I braided my hair 
and greased 1ny legs with vaseline to 
keep my skin fron1 crack ing up and 
hair fron1 dryi ng ou1. at the shockand 
horror of the white kids whose skin 
was the sa1ne ashy \vhite that ne,1er 
showed up after getting out of the 
pool or before getting in. 
The sa111e con\1ersa1io11 took place 
every year at rny piano recital when I 
was. rhe ·only b/;1ck girl to play. aild 
again 1in girt 'co·ots. !1 took place 
\Vhert I wore green turtlenecks a11d 
ate green cookies on St. Patrick's 
Day and it took pl<1ce when I insisted 
that \Ve watch Eye On The Prize on 
Manin Luther King 's Binhday. 
The con,•e rsation continued in10 
high school a11d on to col lege. even 
though by then I had lost touch with 
the white kids with whom I shared 
my chi ldhood. We didn ·r move, and 
\Ve conti11ued 10 go 10 1he same 
schools, but " 'e 11eve r soue: ht each 
0 
other out. But hey! The conversa-
tion was to be continued because 
there was always a Curious George 
who wanted to know how I go1 my 
hair straigh t, or why fish and 
spaghetti (which are two separate 
en trees) are served together and 
·called soul food. I re111ember the 
fa1nily I babysat fo r asked me why 
black people wore shower caps on 
the street. They were confused and 
didn't understa11cl tl1at the caps kept 
Gerri cu rl ·s, a hairstyle, from drying 
ou t. 
I was the spoke swoman, the 
national represen tati ve aqd speech 
writer for Jesse and Mi chae l 
Jackson, the black race a11d the conti-
nent of Africa. I have had just about 
enough of those conversations to 
know that they don't really change 
anything. They do not increase the 
number of white students at Howard 
University or the nurnber of white 
friend s th at I go out with, or the 
number of white people that will be 
in my wedding. 
All of my life I had been forced 
to le<1rn ;1bou1 their cult11re, their 
history, theirstyle whether I wanted 
to or not. I knew how they penned 
their hair and about Iri sh soda 
bread and laying out to ge1 a sun-
tan. rn those conversations I know 
how minorities do niuch of the 
· extending to educate the majority, 
yet the majority di sregard the real 
issues and concerns in favor of 
their own illusions. Those conver-
sations do not increase the number 
of black/white friends you have, or 
who you buy your car from , or 
whose music you listen to. For 21 
years I have lived it and I know. 
I have relinquished the right to 
participate in the educational dis-
course of race relations and chosen 
instead to be myself. Sure there 
are differe11ces and I know that 
they are there, but I have taken off 
1he platform shoes that put me on 
the stage for show and tel l. 
A1·ika Westbrooks is a se11ior, edit-
i11gl n1a11agen1ent n1ajo1· in tJ1e 
Sc/100/ of Con1n11111icatio11s. 
• . . 
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Michael Hahn 
I do not know if 
David Duke came 
through DC two 
week s ago on hi s 
presiden tial cam -
paign. But I am 
sure he would have 
loved to see the 
March 20, issue of 
THE HILLTOP. 
The Hilltop's Contribution 
Hi s tori ca l 
Review. At the 
conference , a 
doctoral student 
t;1ped him saying 
on't 
that white 
to White Supremacy supremacist s in the U.S. should draw their lessons 
from the German 
Nazis and prepare 
The full .page adverti sement, "The Holocaust 
Controversy" by Bradley Smith. It would have 
made his day. 
Who is this Bradley S111ith? Tl1e ad says he rep-
resents the Committee for Open Debate on the 
Holocaust (CODOH). This is a misnomer: it 
should be called Con1mit1ee for the Ou!right 
Denial of the Holocaust. Among other things, 
Smith claims--as did the Nazis at the time--tha1 the 
gas chambers were not used for mass 111urder of 
Europe11n Jews and others into "£1elouse clothing." 
The idea is simple: repeat the same lies over and 
over, eventually son1eone will believe them. In 
recent months, S111ith has sent the same full page 
ad, check attached. to several dozen college news-
papers across the country. Al least half of these 
papers have rejected it as false advertri sing. 
Institute for Historical Review in California, 
which is a part of an elaborate financial and 
in sti tutional network of facist s and white 
supremaci sts in the US., including the anti-
Semitic Liberty Lobby and the so-called Populist 
Pany-·according to the Center for Democratic 
Renewal in Atlanta and the Anti·Defamation 
League in Washington, D.C. 
themse lves to 
take state power: " ... It can happen right now [in 
America], if we put the right package together." 
The right package, that is Da\'id Duke dressing 
up in a suit and tie and hiding hi s white robe, and 
Bradley· Smith dressing up in 1he guise of· scholar-
ship and Open debate to promote hi s racist and anti-
Semetic agenda. New packaging or old--their pro-
gram ri::mains the same. Today they are denying 
the Nazt genocide of millions of European Jews 
existed. Tomorrow they will deny that African-
Americahs were ever e11slaved. It is a shame that 
THE HILLLTOP allowed the Holocaust Deniers to 
push their agenda on its pages. 
e 
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Amaela Wiley 
Recently, I came to the realization 
that I have been buying into the 
stereotypes that the media presents 
of our young black men. 
The COOOH is a front fo r the notorious 
The publishing house of this network , Noontide 
Press, runs titles such as Tl1e Hoar of tlze Twentiet/1 
Ce11tu1·y (which denies the Nazi Holocaust existed), 
Tl1e Biology of tl1e Race P1·oblen1, and TJ1e Testi11g 
of tl1e Neg1·0 /111ellige11l·e. The Populi st Party ran a 
presidential candidate in 1988, David Duke, before 
he decided that the Republican Party would be a 
better vehicle for his white supremacist agenda. In 
1986, Duke also participated in a Holocaust Denial 
Conference sponsored by the Institute for 
TJ1e tt'i·ite1· is a g1·ad11ate .5tt1de111 I Political 
Scie11l·e a.5 v.•ell as a n1e111be1· of tl1e DC St11de11t 
Coalitio11 Agai11 st ArJa1·t!1eid and Racisn1 (DC 
SCAAR) One evening, a friend of mine 
from home called and happened 10 
mention that a male friend of hers 
stopped sel ling drugs and enrolled 
himself in college. 
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Marc Battle 
A recent poll of blacks in the D.C. area 
showed an overwhelming di ssatisfaction with 
the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People. According to over 80 per-
cent of those polled, 1he NAACP is no1 recep-
tive to the needs of African-American masses. 
Because of 1his prevailing a11itude, the NAACP 
suffers a lack of support from most people born 
after the Civil Rights era. I find this distressing 
because I don 't really believe most people know 
the structure of the NAACP, the agenda of the 
NAACP, how that agenda is formed or how-
N AACP achievements have benefitted all 
African-Americans. If more people knew this 
information, I don 't think as many would har-
bor such negative attitudes. 
The NAACP has 9early a half million mem-
bers in over 2,000 branches in all 50 states as 
well as Japan and Germany. These branches 
conference into seven regions. Each region 
elects two adults and one youth member to the 
National Board.of Directors. It is this board 
that makes the bulk of the decisions for the 
association. The board is made up of normal 
working adults, along with several college 
and/or high school students. This is not some 
eli te group of ''bourgeois negroes'' as many 
blacks seem to think. The agenda of the associ-
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ation is generally deterinined by individual 
branches submitting resolutions to be approved 
by delegates to the national convention. In 
short, the NAACP is governed by people who 
are effected by the same socioeconomic prob-
lems so many African-Americans face daily 
(joblessness, lack of adequa1e housing and 
health care as well as a general cycle of pover-
ty). 
NAACP members truly are concerned wi1h 
1hese dilemmas, but as they are not simple prob-
lems, there are no simple answers. Therefore, 
most solutions will only address parts of the 
problem. One example is unemployment. 
In fighting it we could do a number of things. 
1.) We could sponsor and promote job fairs 
(which we do). But that would leave out that 
large section of the population not qualified to 
do the jobs, so then what? 
2.) We could do our best to improve the edu-
carional system so more people would be quali-
fied for the positions (which we do). But nowa-
days a post-secondary degree is the bare 
minimum for an African-American to enter the 
job market and live above the poverty line. 
3.) We then could give scholarships to col-
lege-bound black students and at rhe same time 
fight to preserve our HBCU's that students 
might want to attend (which we do). 
At this point we have tried to solve as many 
parts of the problem that can be identified, but 
• 
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the problem still exists. Have we failed? I say 
'no' , but so many of you say we h11ve. Tl1is per-
pl~xing pattern follows for the other problems I 
identified and for the seve ral I did11 't 111ention. 
Because of our inAbility to completely solve a 
problem that no otle else even has a cl ue about, 
the NAACP is labeled as ··out of touch with the 
community.'' Ho\v can we be out of touch when 
we are the com111uni1y experiencing the prob-
lems? 
After the achieven1ents before a11d during the 
Civil Rights Movement , African-Americans 
have come to expect quick and simple result s 
from the NAACP. Back then our problems 
were more simple-more oppressive-but 
more simple nonetheless. Earni11g a spot at a 
lunch counter made front page news, but was in 
no way as complex: as tearing down a system of 
institutionalized ~acism which itnposes a glass 
ceiling over all facets of American socie ty. 
New problems require new solutions, and these 
are what the NAACP strives for in fighting 
today's battles. 
It is ironic that the NAACP is ridiculed for 
our persistence in dealing with the slow, racist, 
but powerful legislative system. Meanwhile, the 
otherwise successful Nation of Islam failed mis-
erably in running a candidate for Congress and 
other lesser offices, but was applauded for i1s 
efforts. It is ironic that Jesse Jackson is often 
lambasted by the black community for racing 
The scenario is well·known: 
there 's always the one guy who 
everyone warns you to stay away 
from. ''He 's bad news. He's no 
good. He ' ll never be anything." 
These are all common things peo· 
pie say. My friend would con· 
stantly defend him saying, "He just 
needs a friend. He 's real ly not a 
bad person." Sti ll, I would contin-
ue to harp on the issue and give a 
million reasons why she should 
disassociate herse lf from him. Yet, 
despite mine and the protest of oth-
ers, she insisted that ''there's a side 
to him that you can't see.'' 
It's been about two years now 
since they became friends, and he 
fi nally made tl1e n1ove to change 
hi s life. About a month ago, he 
stopped selling drugs and he ·s on 
hi s way to making a more positive 
and productive life fOr himself. 
I wrote thi s because after dis-
cussing him with my friend, I real-
ized this young black man's life 
was saved po~s ibly because my 
friend ignored the stere.otypes·:an.ct 
gave him a fair chance. She took 
the time to find the good in him 
when no one else would. That's 
one black man who's intelligence 
will not go to waste . That 's one 
less black man on the streets or in 
jail. • 
I feel guilty, no1 because I didn '1 
like him, but because I never looked 
beyond the facade. I bought into the 
stereotype. Granted, he did a lot of 
negative things and often behaved in 
a ''less than mannerable '' way. 
However, he was also, obviously, 
calling ou1 for attention and help. 
The message to be gained is that 
we (black women and men) can '1 
Jive in fear or denial of our black 
brothers. Just as many black women 
are crying that they need a good 
black man and that there are none 
left, black men are in need of good 
black women who are willing lo 
give them support, attention and a 
chance. We have to learn to ignore 
the media and follow our own 
instincts. These instincts should be 
based on the perceptions we our-
selves have made and not on fear 
invoked in us through the media. 
Amaela Wiley is a spohmore 
broadcast jo11r11alis1n major in the 
School of Con1n11,11icatior1s. 
ouc ? • 
all over the country trying to solve everyone's 
problems, while- 1he NAACP is criticized for 
not doing enough. 
In fact, our battles are being waged si multa-
neously in every corner of this nation on a myr-
iad of issues. For example, our legislative pri-
orities this year include: civil rights (lhe Equal 
Remedies Act which removes caps on monetary 
damages awarded under the 1992 Civil Rights 
Acl and reauthoriza1ion of the Voting Rights 
Acl) , education (the reauthorization of the 
Higher Education Act, the Neighborhood 
Schools Improvement Act, el al ), voter registra-
tion (''Motor Voter'' Act et al), Haitian refugees, 
crime, health care, banking (promoting job eco-
nomic growth) and public sector staffing in fed-
eral institutions (the life blood of D.C.). 
With the recent shake-up of leadership with-
in the NAACP, this is the opportune time for 
disenchanted people to get involved and take 
the association to a new level of receptiveness if 
they fee l their needs are not being currently 
met. New ideas are always welcome, and you 
can share them at home with your Howard 
University branch first. 
Check the Hilltop for meeting dates, or drop 
us a note in the Student Activities Office. 
The 111riter is a junior in the School of 
811sir1ess and appears regularly on this page. 
. . . 
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U - arib·bean nationals r~write laws, schools curriculum, history and redefining the heritage - Designing systems to dissemi-
nate information about develop-
ment issues to professionals living 
abroad 
Primary 
voter 
·registration 
deadline 
set for 
Monday 
- lncludir1g Caribbean Unity in 
schools progra1ns 
Sir Shridath Ramp al heads forum in SBPA auditorium - Creating an environment in which trained professionals can 
return ho1ne to work or provide 
By Omowale Elson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Addressing the West Indian 
Commission last weekend in the 
School of Business, concerned 
Caribbean community leaders and 
professionals insisted that the 
future is a united Caribbean and it 
begins with 1he people. 
Further, they said the present 
political leaders should not fear 
removal from office, because if 
they prove themselves worthy 
!here would be a place for them in 
the new Caribbean. 
Caribbean nationals living in the 
U.S. have made pressing demands 
for a new Caribbean and political 
leadership to guide the region 
beyond the 21st century. 
''The economic 
and political inte-
gration of the 
Caribbean ... is a 
matter of survival. 
For these 
Caribbean states to 
entertain the hope 
of overcoming 
poverty, wretched-
ness and despait-, 
they must unite eco-
nomically and polit-
ically.'' 
--Conference of 
Caribbean Unity 
"Ii is clear that the present eco-
nomic and political systems in the 
Caribbean in general, do not have 
a future ... [The current systems] 
are incapable of coping effective-
ly with the demands of the 21st 
Century and are them selves, 
int rinsic to 1he developmental 
failures experienced by the region 
and its people over the several 
decades since independence," 
Derrice Deane, spokeperson for 
the Washington-based Conference 
of Caribbean Unity (CCU), said. 
The Commission was mandated 
by the Caribbean Community 
(CA RICOM ) under the Grand 
Anse (Grenada) Declaration 1989 
to formulate proposals for deep-
ening the integration process, but 
to proceed by way of public con-
sultation. The paper which was 
submitted by the former Prime 
Ministef of Ti-iriid<td and Tobago, 
Arthur Robi~son. noted a height-
ened sense an1ong Caribbean peo-
ple for integrc1tion. It called upon 
them to ;;consider l1ow best to 
bring aboL1t real bettern1ent in 
their condition of life, to ;1c l1ieve 
full potential as free people 
responsible fur their own destiny 
and to i1nprove tl1eir region's 
place in the comn1unity of 
nations.'· I 
Deane added, ho\vever, that 
there are international economic 
pressures as )"e ll. The far-reach-
ing implications of· a si ngle 
European 1narket by Decen1ber, 
the break up of the Soviet Union 
and a proposed 1·ree Trade Area 
be1ween C:111ada. United States 
and Mexico, all threate11 to isolate 
the Caribbea11 fro111 tl1e ;'main cur-
rent of l1umah advance into the 
nexl ce 11tu t-}i. CCU's proposal 
added. 
CARICOM , wh ich presently is 
cotnpri sed of 13 English-speaking 
member countries. was estab-
lished by the Treaty of 
Chaguaramas (Trinidad) in 1973 
to integrat e the regional 
economies and pL1rsue a con1n1on 
path of social develop1ne111. These 
countries· 1najor ear11ings come 
from touris1n and agricul 1ure. 
Haiti and Suriname have observer 
status; Venezuela has filed for full 
membership. 
Last Saturday ·s co 11sultations 
were chaired by the co1nmission 
chairman, Sir jShridath Ra1nphal. 
Also on the panel were .Roderick 
Rainford , sec retary general of 
CARICOM ~od ten other com· 
missioners. W)1ile in Washington, 
they met with Caribbean atnbas-
sadors and multi-l<tteral institu-
tions such as the Organization of 
American States (OAS), World 
JOIN THE HOWARD CLINTON COALITION ! 
ACTIVITIES BEGIN MONDAY, APRIL 13 IN THE 
BLACKBURN CENTER FORUM 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT 
KALI OR (202) 319-1619 
HOLLI (202) 667-8782 
RD! 
THE SEYMOUR PENTECOSTAL 
• 
FELLOWSHIP 
W~OAST AN OPEN FORUM 
ON MONDAY APRIL 6, 1992 AT 
12:00 NOON IN THE FORUM AT 
THE BLACKBURN CENTER. THE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
COMMUNITY IS CORDIALLY 
INVITED. HEAR THE LORD 
SPEAK WITH POWER TO THE 
ISSUES OF THE DAY. 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED. 
consultancy services 
the organizations at the public - Creating mechanisms for 
hearing were the Caribbean quickening the pace for imple· 
Students Association of Howard menting decisions agreed to by 
University, the Caribbean Council governments 
of Prince George's County, · Holding a referendum based on 
Co unc il of Caribbean the recommendation to force the 
Organizations Inc. , Caribbean issue of where the Caribbean 
Connection newspaper and the should go and how it should get 
Caribbean News Agency. there 
A summary of the recommenda- The CCU later summed up the 
tions which are expected to be frustrations and hope s of the 
reflected in the final report to be forum by adding, ''The economic 
tabled at the CAR!COM Heads of and political integration of the 
Government Summit in Jul y Caribbean ... is a matter of sur-
include: vival. For these Caribbean states 
Strengthening regional to entertain the hope of overcom-
sovereignty through the erection ing poverty, wretchedness and 
of a West Indian Court of Appeal , despair, they must unite ec'onomi· 
CARICOM Assembly of ca lly and po litical ly. However, 
Parliamentarians, United Coast economic and political integration 
Guard Service, a regional sea and can11ot be achieved within the 
air transport system and a mecha- context of existing socioeconomic 
nism to improve decision-making and political systems. It can only 
in CARICOM be meaningfully achieved through 
Bank and the Intern ational _Using regional insiitutions to economic and po li tica l democra-
Monetar Fund (IMF). Amon ._,_ ____ .,,,. ___ .,,,. ___ c._y. __ ....,:---::----
N e w Jamaican leader to bring 
country to market economy 
By Omowale Elson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Percival J. Patterson was sworn 
in Monday by Governor General 
Sir Howard Cooke as the new 
Prime Minister of Jamaica after 
Michael Manley resigned from 
• 
the position, citing ailing health as 
the reason. 
take over the leadership position. 
Patterson, who is also an attor-~y.. has been credited with draft-
ing several legislations, including 
the new Banking Act , proving that 
he is a principal player in oversee-
ing the change of Jamaica into a 
market economy. 
Michael Manley (left) for-
mer Prime Minister of ' 
Jamaica resigned after 40 
years in public life. · 
Percival J, Patters.on (P;;L) 
(right) who held offices .. 
during the last Manley 
Administration was sworn 
in on Monday as the new 
Prime Minister. 
Photos courtesy of CANA Business 
share knowledge about the world, 
about science, about technology, 
about production, about disci-
pline, about social justice and eth-
ical values," he said. 
To the region. Manley cau-
tioned: ·'As we guard our political 
inheritance, let us remember that 
we are part of a larger world. Our 
Caribbean. regional and interna-
tional com111i11nents reflect our 
ideals and our co1n1non sense. No 
country has anywhere 10 go if it 
tries to go there alone.,. 
The D.C. Board of Elections 
will be open April 6 until 12 a.11,1. 
to accommcxlate citizens rushing to 
beat the deadline to register to vote 
in the. May presidential prin1ary. 
Monday is also the last day for vol· 
ers who are already registered to 
file changes of address or party 
affiliation. 
D. C. residents who wish to reg-
ister or to update their voter record 
may also pick up a mail-in registr~­
tion form at any D.C. public 
library, fire house or police ~talion. 
The ballot for registered 
Democrats and Republicans will 
include the following: presidential 
nominees, delegates to the House 
of Representatives and a number of 
national and local party offices. 
Voters registere.d with the D.C. 
Statehood party may vote only in 
their party's primary for deleg~te to 
the House of Representatives. 
Persons registered as ''no party'' 
(independents) or with a minor 
party may not vote on May 5. 
The Board of Elections is locat-
ed in Room 2 of the Di st rict 
Building at 1350 Pennsylvania 
Ave-., NW, or citizens who need to 
register may ca ll 727-2525 (24 
hours a day). 
Patterson. who served as Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister of 
Finance for the Manley adminis-
tration, was also elected president 
of the ruling People National 
Party (PNP); meanwhile, receiv-
ing the support of the majority of 
elected government members. 
Patterson, however, resigned as 
Minister of Finance earlier this 
year following a scandal sur-
rounding the issuing of conces-
sions to Shell Oil Company, stat-
ing he was not sufficiently 
advised about the ramifications of 
the situation. However, it has been 
widely speculated Patterson was 
being groomed by Manley, 67, to 
After 40 years in public life, 
Manley said he held strong con· 
victions about allowing ,.Oung 
people a chance to make a differ-
ence. In his departure message 
Sunday, he said severa l major 
operations have hampered hi s 
health adding a "terrible bout ~·ith 
pneumonia" last year had left him 
with one-third ·of his lung capaci-
ty. 
In keeping with his sociali st phi· 
!osophy, Manley said he had to 
adopt hard decisiofis in addressing 
the pressing needs of Jamaica:1-< 
"People power has nowhere to go 
if it is only an expression of hi s-
torical grievance. All people will 
have power when all the people 
You Don't Have 
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BUSINESS FINANCE 
Spotlight Entrepreneur 
I 
Black-owned bank makes debut in 
Philadelphia; now 37th in the nation 
Institutions putting money back into neighborhoods 
By Bobby Slngfleld 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dondre Simpson, a sophomore 
majoring in human development, 
never thought sporting some of 
his personally embroidered base-
ball caps would tum into a prof-
itable money making venture. 
But at the beginning of this 
semester, some of Simpson 's 
friends noticed the caps he was 
wearing and were eager to find 
out where they could purchase 
one. He made the first few orders 
as a favor lo hi s friend s. 
However, when other people 
began to show interest in his 
product he began to take it seri-
ously, and soon after, Amam 
Company Personalized Cap 
Embroidery Specialists was born. 
Simpson is president of Amam 
Company which not only sells 
caps, but also does screen printing 
on T·s hirt s and sweatshirts 
through group orders. 
The company's main focus is 
the individual personalization of 
baseball caps. Both cotton and 
wool caps are offered in black, 
white and pin-stripe. Eventually, 
all colors will be available. 
Amam also offers many different 
designs through the application of 
leners and numbers. 
When an order is placed , 
Simpson and hi s customer both 
generate the design that will 
appear on the hat. Then the order 
fonn is completed and tl1e buyer 
is required to pay half the cost. 
The other 50% is paid when the 
finished hat is received by the 
customer. 
Once a week, Simpson faxes a 
load of hat orders to his father's 
company. v,ihich actually does the 
stitching, allowing approximately 
1wo weeks for the finished prod-
uct to be shipped back. 
''Most of my adverti sing is 
done through my customers wear-
ing the product and by word of 
mouth. I want to keep this project 
low key until I have the proper 
tin1e needed to fully devote 
myse lf to it ,'' Simpson said. 
Sin1pson said running a busi-
ness and maintaini11g good grades 
at the same time can be tedious. 
''It is especially difficult when it 
con1es to book keeping. I solved 
that problen1 by hiring a finance 
major to keep the books,'' 
Simpson said. 
When giving advice for any 
future entrepreneurs, Simpson 
said, ''Make sure you have a finn 
ground to stand on before you 
even start off in your business. 
Make sure )'OU earn enough profit 
to make up for your expenses. 
''If you ever have the opportu-
nity to start a business. I would 
encourage any young 
entrepre neur not to give that 
chance up.'' 
By Ted Duncombe 
Associated Press Writer 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) _ Young 
children kept Roslyn Wilson at home 
when Martin Luther King led civil 
rights marches during the 1960s. So 
when she got a chance to help start a 
black-controlled bank in 
Philadelphia, she jumped. 
Wilson and a friend each bought 
$250 worth of shares in United Bank 
of Philadelphia in 1990. They were 
joi ned by 3,000 other small 
investors, mostly black, who con-
tributed more than half the $6 mil-
lion raised to start the bank. 
Now ,United Bank is scheduled 
to open Monday. It will be the city 's 
first black-controlled commercial 
bank since 1956 and the 37th in 1he 
nation. 
''This is my way of just getting 
my chance to do someth ing for 
minorities,'' said Wilson, a supervi-
sor at a vitamin company. 
United Bank opens at a time 
when mainstream banks are increas-
ingly trying to reach out to minority 
neighborhoods under pressure from 
community groups and the federal 
Community Reinvestment Act. 
Backers believe the bank will 
succeed because many other banks 
have pulled out of inner city neigh-
borhoods, and because blacks want 
mo re control over their lives both 
persOnally and financially. 
In 1987, the city's six largest 
commercial banks made $297.7 mil -
lion in residential mortgage loans, 
but only $8.9 million went to bor-
rowers in neighborhoods that were 
more than 80 percent minority, 
acco rdi ng to a Home Mortgage 
Disclosure Act report on lending pat-
terns. 
Philadelphia is not unique. The 
Federal Reserve , last Oc tober. 
repor ted that lenders na tionally 
rejec ted black appl icants for non-
, 
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government-backed mortgages at 
twice the ra1e of whites. 
'' All you have to do is drive 
through our neighborhoods and you 
can see that the dollars have been 
withdrawn,'' sa id Emma C. 
Chappell, a veteran banker who is 
United Bank's founding chairwoman 
and chief executive officer. 
The idea for United Bank origi-
nated several years ago with a group 
of black professionals and 
entrepreneurs, said Malcolmn Pryor, 
an investment banker who has been 
instrumental in founding the b>Jnk. 
'' It looked like an investment oppor-
tunity.'' 
But plans faltered and some origi-
nal backers dropped out. In 1987, 
Pryor asked Chappell to lead the 
bank. She had started in banking at 
age 17 at 1he former Continental 
Bank and ro se to become 
Continental's first female vice presi-
dent . 
She had also been active in poli-
tics working for Jesse Jackson and 
forn1er Philadelphia Mayor W. 
Wilson Goode. 
Chappell, 51, has since worked 
14-hour days, worn out shoes and 
visited five to six black churches a 
Sunday to woo investors and obtain 
regulatory approval. ' 
Money came from churchgOers, 
nuns. sororities and unions. Students 
at the International African Mission 
Philadelphia Academic School raised 
$2.000 by giv ing up class trips to 
New York and Washington and hold-
i 11g candy and bake sales . Two 
minority investment clubs. the 
Inve stment Associates of 
Philadelphia. bought $5.000 in stock. 
Stock was sold to investors for 
$10 a share , and the bank eventually 
rai sed more than expec ted . The 
Federal Reserve approved 1he bank 
in January, the Federal Deposit 
Insu rance Corp. on Mar. 2, and state 
Department of Banking on Mar. 19. 
Now everything is ready for 
-
-
Monday 's ribbon cutting. The first 
1,000 depositors will get coffee 
mugs, and the bank will also give 
away caps, pens and pencils, color-
ing books for children, keychains, a 
television and two airline tickets for 
travel anywhere in the United Slates. 
Those who follow the banking 
indus1ry say the broad support bodes 
well. 
''The key thing is if they have the 
right locat ion. if they ' re innovative 
enough, h;;i.ve adequate capital , 
they're likely to succeed ," said 
Wilton E. Heyliger, head of the busi-
ness administration department at 
Morris Brown College in Atlanta. 
Chappell , who makes $95,000 
and heads a staff of 17 , said she 
expects the bank to make a profit by 
the end of its second year. 
She also expects it to '' act as a 
catalyst to get other institutions to 
work with us to put money back in 
these neighborhoods and to consider 
African Americans'' good cus· 
tomers. 
Loan requirements will be no dif-
ferent from at other banks, she said. 
'' But you ' re not immediately turned 
down for a loan because you're a 
person of color,'' she said. 
Backers are also optimistic the 
bank will flourish. 
"'The people who invested in it 
have every reason to believe that it 
·.viii grow and pay them dividends,'' 
Pryor said. '' In addition to that, if it 
can help correct some of the decay 
and neglect, then the ne ighborhoods 
will benefit.' ' 
LARGEST BLACK-OWNED 
BANKS IN U.S. 
Here are the six largest black-controlled banks in the 
United States as of June 30, 1991 , along with thei 
headquarters, year established, total assets and total 
deposits. The information was provided by the Nationa 
Bankers Association, a group that represents minority-
owned banks. 
I.) Seaway National Bank of Chicago, Chicago, 1965, $177.5 
mi llion, $ 154 mill ion. 
2.) Industrial Bank of Washington, Washington, D.C., 1934, 
$145.8 million, $134.2 million. 
3.) Independence Bank of Chicago, Chicago, 1964, $137.2 
mill ion, $124.9 mi ll ion. 
4.)Drexel Nafional Bank, Chicago, 1989, $ 11 1.6 mi ll ion, 
$103.4 million. 
5.) C itizens Trust Bank, Atlanta, 1921 , $110.8 million, $97.5 
mil lion. 
6. ) Mechanics & Farmer s Bank, Durham, N.C., 1908 , $ 110 
mi llion, $98.6 mill ion. 
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nternationa en ts 
(Not Permanent Residents) 
• 
You should have received a form in the mail. This form requires financial 
information concerning the 50 % tuition surcharge. If you have not yet received 
one, check your old address, or the Office of International Student Services 
(Blackburn Center-Room 117) It is im erative that we all com l h £ r1n 
and return 1 them b A ril 7 1 2 
IT MAY BE OUR LAST CHANCE TO TRY. TO HAVE THE SURCHARGE RESCINDED 
This announcement comes from International Students Association, Caribbean Students Association, African 
' Students Association, Haitian Students Association, Asian Students Association. 
REGISTRATION FOR THE 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP, 
''MINORITY OWNERSHIP IN THE 
90'S: 
A DECADE OF DIFFERENCE", 
WILL BE IN FRONT OF THE 
RADIO-TV-FILM OFFICE C-226 
' 
' 
WHEN: APRIL 6TH · 8TH 
TIME: 9 A.M. - 3 P.M. 
PRICE: $1.00 (includes lunch) 
SEE OUR AD ON PAGE B6 
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 
School for Summer and Continuing Education 
lntmsive Summer 1992 
Legal Assistant Certificate Program 
May 26 - August 27, 1992 
' 
Georgetown University's Legal Assistant Program will be 
offering a summer paralegal institute. This intensive fourtccn-
wcck program will allow qualified individuals with Bachelors' 
degrees, or those who have completed their junior year of 
·college, to receive an American Bar Association-approved cer-
tificate upon completion of nine coUTSes and a two week 
full-time internship. 
The applkation deadline for the Summer 1992 program is 
May I, 1992. 
For more inrormarion and an application, send this coupon 10: 
I.AP - Summer lnten~ive , 306 ln1ercul1ural Center 
Georl'etown University, Washin.ton, O.C. 20057-1038 
or call 202-687-6218, 1-'AX 202-687-8954 
Name -------------
Address 
--------ZiP---~= (!Al) 
t.' 
( 
' 
' •
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The POLYGRAM I Alpha International recordirjlg group "LIFE" is looking for 
Female Singers. Auditions are going to be in the Blackburn Center on 
Tuesday, AJ?ril117th, 7:30 - 10:00 PM. 
IF YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION OR CANNOT ATTEND PLEASE CALL 
703-860-0272 
• 
HOWARD UNIVERSI1Y 
CELEBRATING THE 125TH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS FOUNDING 
THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS LECTURE SERIES 
AND 
ASSEMBLY FOR NEW ENTRANTS 
An Exploration of tl1e Characteristics which Defi11e tl1e Af rica11-An1erican lntellecl'ual Tradition: "Broad 
Appreciation and Understa11ding of tl1e World I.hat was a11d is at "our RelaLior1 lo ii. " (DuBois) 
Dr. Eleanor W. Traylor, Professor of English and Chairman, Division of the Humanities 
in the College of Arts and Sciences, began the lecture series for the spring semester 
( 1992) with a presentation entitled "Return to the Village." The series continued on 
February 12th with a lecture on "Blacks in Europe and the New World Order" delivered 
by The Honorable Bernie Grant, senior black MP in the House of Commons. and on 
February 26th with a reading by Ms. Paule Marshall of her most recent and critically 
acclaimed novel.Daughters. 
The Oftice of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is pleased to present the 
I following guest lecturers whose presentations will bring a conclusion to the lecture 
series for the academic year 1992-1993. 
• 
DR. CORNEL WEST 
AFROCENTRICI1Y: A CHALLENGE TO A PEOPLE 
Wednesday AprtI 8, 1992, 2:00 p.m. "Ira Aldridge Theater 
Dr.West, Professor of Religion and Director of the Center for Afro-Amertcan Studies 
at Princeton Universify, is one of the nation's most prolific writers and eloquent 
speakers. He will discuss his singular insights on Afrocentricity. 
Dr. West is the author of numerous publications including Prophetic Fragments, The 
Amertcan Evasion of Philosophy: A Genealogy of Pragmatism, and Prophesy 
Deliverance: An Afro-Amertcan Revolutionary Chrtstianity. 
PPROFESSOR MARGARET WALKER ALEXANDER 
PERSPECTIVES OF A FAMED 20TH CENTURY AFRICAN AMERICAN TEACHER AND 
WRITER 
MONDAY, APRIL 27. 1991. 2:00PM -- Andrew Rankin Memortal Chapel 
Internationally acclaimed author, scholar, and teacher, Margaret Walker Alexander 
will discuss her life as ateacher and the creative process. Her works include Jubilee 
and Richard \Vrtght: Democratic Genius. 
ALL FRESHMAN ARE REQUIRED TO ATIEND EACH ASSEMBLY 
I 
-
• 
• 
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HU law alumnus, Va. assemblyman 
succumbs after battle with cancer 
Lawyer endorsed forgiveness instead of difference,fought for desegregation 
By George Daniels 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
RI CHMOND.Va. --Roland D. 
''Duke'' Ealey. a member of the 
Virginia House of Delegates and a 
1939 gradua1e of the Univers ity's 
School of Law. died of prostate can-
cer March 23. 
The oldest member of the House 
when he was elecred in 1983, Ealey 
distinguished himself in the commu-
nity, where he grew up. as a lawyer, 
civil rights leader and strong voice in 
the Virginia legislature. 
Before attending Howard 's law 
school, Ealey graduated from 
Virginia U11ion Univers ity in 1936. 
Funl1er. while here 11t the law school, 
\vl1icl1 ol'fered its first class in civil 
rights la\v \vhile l1e was a student, 
Ealey studied tinder former President 
Dr. James Nabrit. He was admitted 
to 1he Virginia Bar in 1940 and 
served in the U.S. Army from 1943 to 
1946. 
As a lawyer, Ealey tried a case 
which brought about the desegrega-
tion of Richmond courtrooms. The 
case involved a student from Virginia 
Union who sat in the white section of 
the local traffic court. The case 
emerged not long af1er the historic 
1954 Brown vs. Board of Education 
decision. 
The Virginia assemblyman often 
urged blacks to ''work for a sense of 
decency between all peoples.'' 
''We can't stir· up hatred and strife 
against white people even though 
they have treated us so badly in so 
many instances," Ealey said at a 1951 
rally against the poll tax held in 
Suffolk. He urged blacks to no1 only 
U president 
offers scholarship 
to VisionQuest 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)_ The 
president of Florida 's only historical-
ly black public university has offered 
a scholarship to a teen sentenced to 
an alternative program that puts juve-
rtil e delinquents on wagon trains. 
And Frederick Humphries is 
thinking about offering a scholarship 
annually to VisionQuest, according 
to university spokesman Eddie 
Jackson. 
The offer of a four-year college 
scholarsl1ip \\'Ottld be an '' incredible 
inceniive. ·· said Bob Sobolevitch, a 
spokes111an for VisionQuest in 
Per1ns)1I \'ania. 
He said he \vas unaware of any 
other ur1iversity offering a scholar-
ship to VisionQuest. which was start-
ed in 1973 as an alternative to resi-
de111 ii1[ c:1re :111d jail terms for 
jU\'enile offer1ders. 
Wi1/1 t1eadquarters in Tu scon, 
Ariz .. Vi~io11Quest works pri1narily 
with tee11 s fron1 Arizona and 
Penr1sylv1111i<1. al1l1ougl1 a dozen or so 
01l1er_st:11cs. including Florida, also 
p:1rticip;11e. 
In the winter, VisionQuest runs 
wagon trains and sea-training pro- . ' 
grams in Florida, according to 
Sobolevitch. 
Some 850 teens are enrolled in 
VisionQuest programs. 
One wagon train, with 55 teen-
agers, was in Tallahassee last week 
when Humphries heard of their stop 
and went out to talk to the kids. 
'' He said those guys could proba-
bly use some motivation,'' Jackson 
said. 
HuQ'1phries offered a full scholar-
ship to a Philadelphia teen-ager who • 
was convic1ed on drug charges. The 
conditions the teen must fulfill are 
fini shing the VisionQuest program 
and getting a high school equivalen-
cy degree. 
If that youth doesn't fulfill the 
requirements, the offer would go 10 
someone else, according to Jim 
Davis, Humphries' executive assis-
tant. 
Davis estimated the va lue of a 
four-year schq larship to be worth 
abou1 $40,000. 
Bushes give Tuskegee 
Univ. boost at White 
House in fund drive 
~Y Dana Fields 
Associated Press Writer 
WASHINGTON (A P) _ 
Tuskegee University got a boost 
from President Bush and his wifl 
Barb<trtt for its $ l 50 million fund-
ra1s1ng camp<11gr1. 
''We know excel lence when we 
see it .. , the president said Tuesday 
after dropping by a White House 
reception Mrs. Bush was hosting 
for 75 leaders and benefactors of 
the Al<lbama university. ''We have 
great respect for what everybody 
who believes in Tuskegee does to 
heighten that cause,,, he said. 
Bu sh received an honorary 
Tuskegee degree during the uni-
versity ·s 1981 centen nial, and 
President Benjan1in F. Payton said 
tltat ql1alifies him as the first alum-
nLtS in the While House. 
Tuskegee last fall embarked on 
the biggest capital campaign ever 
by a historically black university, 
and has already raised $57 million 
toward it s goal. · 
Mrs. Bush said teasingly, " [ 
could well have been a member of 
your family if Ben had only asked 
me a week earlier. Too bad." 
Annjl Perez, her press secretary, 
explained that Mrs. Bush turned 
down an invitation to serve on 
Tuskegee 's board of trustees some 
years ago because she had just 
joined the board of the Morehouse 
School of Medicine. 
Payton noted there was a furor 
back in 1901 when President 
Theodore Roosevelt invited 
Tuskegee's founder, Booker T. 
Washington, to dinner at the White 
House. He was the first African-
American ever so honored. 
"Today we are glad to be able 
lo engage in a ce lebration of 
Tuskegee in the White House 
without racial animosity over the 
event,'' Payton said. 
C linical . 
Psychologists 
Pharmacists 
Physician 
Assismnts 
P lan a future that soars. 
assen their rights as voters. but also 
bare the full responsibility of citizen-
ship. . . 
''We can't be boisterous 1n publ ic, 
running up and down streets, and we 
can't pay that $1.50 fo r the poll .tax if 
we give it to the state for a pint of 
whiskey," he said. 
Among the positions Ealey held 
were a member of the legal staff of 
the Vi rginia State Conference 
NAACP and a national staff associate 
attorney for the NAACP Legal 
Defense and Education Fund. 
As a member of the Virginia 
House of Delegates, Ealey chaired a 
subcommittee the House's Labor and 
Commerce committee. He recently 
won re-election in November to his 
sixth term in a district which was 
redrawn last year. 
''Duke was the essence of a citizen 
politician, a man with longtime, 
strong roots to this Richmond com-
n1unity, and a heartfelt concern for 
the safety of his neighbors and the 
future of our children," Vi rginia 
Governor L. Douglas Wi lder said in 
a recent statement. 
Some of Ealey's affiliations 
include the Richmond Kiwanis Club, 
Old Dominion Bar Association, 
M.W.P.H. Grand Lode of Virginia; 
Free and Accepted Masons, Inc. and 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fralemity, Inc. 
A native of of Kershaw, S.C., 
Ealey moved to Richmond when he 
was a year old. He graduated from 
Armstrong High School and lafer 
married the late Bessie Mae Binford. 
He is survived by one brother, 
Nelson W. Ealey of New York and a 
host of other relatives and friends. 
Doing what he loved best 
Roland "Duke" Ealey 
Take your science-r e la ted d e greie: 
into the Air For ce, and becom e an 
officer in the B iomedical Scienc e s 
Corps. You'll l e arn m o r e , you'll grow 
faster-you 'll w o rk with o ther dedi-
cated professio nals in a q uality envi-
ronment wher e you r con t ributions 
are needed_ 
Robert Mcilwaine played varlsty basketball for three years. Here he gives the S.C. State Bulldogs a run for their money. 
·Bison coach dribbles no more 
COACH from page A1 
In fac t, many of the players considered him 10 be 
one of them. 
''He would tell me th ings to he lp me out a lot," 
said Junior Guard Robert Riddick. ''He would tell 
me things on a player to player basis." 
During the '83-'84 season Mcilwaine averaged 
6.6 points in 29 games as a freshman. In '84- '85 
he played in 27 games, scored 219 total points to 
average 8.1 points per game and led the team in 
rebounding with 180. And in '85-'86 he played in 
28 games to average 8.3 points .. per game and led 
the team a second straight year in rebounds with 
192 in roule to being an All-Mid-Eastern Atlantic 
Conference selection. 
''I never knew what they meant by being a 
Howard man," said Assistant Coach Jerry Eaves. 
''But he epitomizes what it means to be a Howard 
man because he was committed. He sacrificed a 
whole lot because he could have made four times u 
much money with the degree that he had but he 
loved this place. It's tough, it's such a shock." 
"He was like one of the guys. He laughed and 
joked with us on road trips,'' Brown said. ''He was 
always smiling and laughing. He was a good per-
son to be around.'' 
'''Coach Mac' is defmitely going to be missed." 
Riddick concluded. 
-
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Many pay respects to the late 
great WHUR radio announcer 
FAREWELL lrom page Al 
Another tribute was made by 
WKYS (93.9 FM) personality and 
Black Ente rtainment Television 's 
''Videl}Sou\" host Donnie Simpson 
who commented on how Lindsey 
made it possible for more blark disc 
jockeys to receive con1parable 
salaries to their white counterparts. 
Robin Breedon, the popular host 
on WPGC (95 .5 FM ) brought the 
crowd to its feet with her uplifting 
words. 
.. We've got to laugh . Applaud 
him and celebrate hiS life today. 
Give Lindsey a round of applause 
for the life he lived," she said. 
the community. [He was] interwo-
ven in the tapestry 1ha1 is the District 
of Columbia," Kelly wrote. 
The Rev. Diane H. Johnson del iv-
ered the eulogy that focused on the 
topic "Quiet Stonn." It was ironic, 
Johnson said. that on the day 
Lindsey died, D.C. weather experi-
enced its own quiet storm. 
The afternoon service was high-
lighted by musical selections from 
Jean Came, Wintley Phipps and the 
Howard University Gospel Choir. 
• 
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Lindsey signs on at WKYS 
By Dwayne Boyd 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Melvin Lindsey. veteran WHUR dee-
jay and host of the popular ''Quiet 
Stortn, " has left the station after nine 
years to sign a million dollar contract 
with rival station WKYS. 
According to sou rce s at WKYS. 
Lindsey's contract will earn him an esti · 
mated one million dollars, over the next 
five years. It is believed that Lindsey. 
30, who started hi s communications 
career as a student at Howard . will 
become the highest paid black radio per-
sonality in the country. 
ue the ''Quiet Stonn'' program, Lindsey 
plans to take the same show to WKYS. 
According to Joe Alfinito. public 
rel ations director at WKYS. Lindsey 
was at a period in time where he could 
renegotiate hi s contract with WHUR. 
Lindsey's lawyer Amy Goldson, con-
finns that Lindsey was put on a 90-day 
administrative leave after his last show 
on August 16. In an interview with the 
Washington Post. Lindsey stated that he 
left WHUR for personal growth, not 
because of any disagreement wi1h the 
station . WKYS which has consistently 
been at the top for the past five rating 
seasons, now hopes to capture the 
evening crowd with the acquisition of 
Lindsey. 
Lindsey, who is expected to take the 
• 
Angela Stribling , Lindsey's co· 
host on BET's "Screen Scene." tear· 
fully read letters from Presiden t 
Jenifer and D.C. Mayoi- Sharon Pratt 
Kelly. 
During an emotional radio seg-
n1ent aired on WHUR, titled "Radio 
Refiection s," Lindsey's colleagues 
looked back at his last night at the 
University station in 1985. In tha1 
broadcast. he expressed his gratitude 
to his fans and co-workers while he 
continued to play the soothing soul 
music chat his audiences still Jove 
today. 
The Howard University Choir preys with Dr. Evans Crawford, Dean of 
the Chapel during the service.which Included several tributes to Melvin 
Lindsay and music from Rev. Whltley Phipps among others. 
By instituti ng a show of romanti c 
urban con temporary music, Lindsey 
made the "Qµiet Stonn" famous and has 
kept WH UR near the top in ratings for 
its evening show. While there are no 
plans as of yet for WHUR to discontin-
7 p.m. to midnight position at WKYS, is • 
currently on vacation and could not be 
reached for comment. 
I 
"Melvin Lindsey was a pillar in 
' 
Voices of HU reflect on Mel's melodies 
By L1rry Brown and Joy J1n11n 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
If ever there Jived a man who was 
capable of touching the hearts and souls 
of others~it was Melvin \Ve sley 
Lindsey. 
Lindsey, perhaps best known 
as the originator of the immensely pop· 
ular .. Quiet Storm". succumbed to 
AIDS Thu rsday, March 26.1992. 
around 5 p.m. 
Famil y, frie nds and fa ns 
were sources of constant love and sup-
port for Lindsey. Although he \\'as 
diagnosed with the disease two )'Cars 
ago. he did not disclose his condition 
publicly until mid-March. to avoid 
placing extra burden on his family. 
He worked as a disc jockey at 
WHUR (96.3 FM). WKYS (93.9 FM). 
and \VPGC (95.5 FM). Audiences 
nta)' also remember him as the co-host 
of Black Entertainment Television's 
"Scrccr1 Scene··. 
\V hether on the "Qu ie t 
Storm", ··Melvin's Melodies•· or any 
01her program. Lindsey possessed a 
special talent for reaching his audi-
ence through the music he played. 
·Long-tin1c friend and CO· 
!1ost of "Screen Scer1e'' Angela 
Stribling said l\\'O of Melvin's favorite 
in~titutions \\1ere \V.ishington. D.C. 
and Howard University. She added. 
\\' l1i!e \Vashington, D.C. has been 
deeply effec ted by Lindsey 's death. 
HO\\'ard University will be especially 
devastated by the loss. 
Li11dsey and Howard 
University were indelibly linked. On 
his last night at WHUR in 1985. Melvin 
stated. " I love Howllrd University and 
I'll always be conncc1cd with it in so111c 
s.hape. fonn or f<ishion." 
As a tribute to Howard Uni\•ersit)'. 
WHUR and his fans, Melvin's last song 
pla)•ed 1!1at night was Gladys Knight's 
"You're the Bes t Thing Thal Ever 
Happened to Me.·· 
\VHUR is where Lindsey's 
career began in 1977 and where it 
ended with a live broadcast from Sibley 
Memorial Hospital a few days before 
his death. 
"Melvin was one of the 
brightest stars 10 have graduated from 
the School of Communications,·· said 
Dr. Orlando C. Taylor. dean of the 
School of Communications. "He set a 
high standard for all of us to live by: 
faculty, students, alutn ni and friends. 
His 'qu iet storm' for excellence will 
remain as his legacy.'· 
Department of Hun1an 
Communications S1udies Professor 
Andrea J:1ckson also rcn1e1nbcrs 
Lindsey. 
''\Vbile he worked well with others. 
he was also intellectually independent. 
He was a member of the Frederick 
Douglass Honor Society. I an1 proud to 
ha\'e bce11 a pan of his education:· she 
said. 
"Melvin v.·as i111 excellent stt1-
de11t. very friendly. always did his best, 
always stopped to say hello and alwa}'S 
was a gentleman. This v.'ill be a greal 
R . t d f m THE HILLTOP Jan 21 1977 
Joss." said Wallis Parnell said, a senior 
advisor at !he University who also 
remembers Lindsey. 
''Howard University remem-
bers and loves Melvin very much," said 
Howard University Alumni Association 
President Rhonda Monroe said. 
In remembrance. !he School of 
Communications has established the 
Melvin Lindsey Scholarship 
Endowment Fund. 
"Melvin was always the consum-
mate professional , on the air, in 
the community and when repre-
senting himself. He was a role 
model for all of us," said Jim 
Watkins, \V HUR General 
Manager. 
Although noted by 
many for hi s good looks and 
art iculate delivery, WHUR 
Admini strative Manager 
Wyemia Grimes said she remem-
bers Lindsey for his compassion. 
''Melvin was a genuinely nice 
guy. He was always happy to 
help out with anythi ng in the 
communi ty." she said. ''There 
really aren't enough adjectives to 
describe how nice he was.'' 
Lindsey was a giant 
in Washington radio who was as 
dedicated to community service 
as he was to his career-taking 
1ime to assist such organizations 
as the D.C. Public Schools, the 
United Negro College Fund, the 
Ameri ca n Cancer Society and 
the Washington Urban League. 
Although Lindsey will be remem-
be red for many things. perhaps hi s 
greatest accomplishment was his ability 
to face cenain death with courage and 
digni1y. 
"I fee l like I've been the lucki-
: est person on the face of the eanh and in 
i spite of what l1as happened to me now, I 
: wouldn't change a thing. I'm 1101 fear· 
flil of dying. I just feel that I have been 
very fonunate to have had these experi· 
ences and to have created a " Quiet 
· Storm·· radio show that 's a legacy at 
this point ," Lindsey said. 
Hundreds of family, friends and fans turned out for Tuesday's services at the Dumbarton chapel. 
• 
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·Doing what he loved do, Me'tvin Lindsay for nine years brought listeners ''The Quiet Storm'' on 
WHUR. Here he does his show in the studios located in the basement of the C.B. Powell Building . . 
Melvin Lindsey: Tlte Quiet Behind The Storm 
By Deborah Peaks 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Forget what you 've heard about stars, 
especially the line about stars being born 
stars, because they aren't. They are 
instead, the results of hard work, disci-
pline and let us not forget expertise. 
Such an example of a star is Melvin 
Lindsey. 
Back in June 1976, Melvin ''stum -
bled" into the radio industry accidental-
ly. but since then he has become one of 
the mos t popular weekend radio 
announcers in D.C. with his mellowed 
style and the show ''Quiet Storm." 
Anyone who li stens to WH UR FM 
radio on weekend nights should by now 
be familiar with Melvin's smooth. com-
foning voice and the mellow vibrations 
ascending frort) the selection of tunes he 
plays on the program. The same style is 
what gave Melvin's Saturday night pro· 
gram the number one ranking of D.C. 's 
radio stalions. 
Melvin, who is the president of the 
School of Communications Student 
Council chanced upon his now estab-
lished career, when Kathy Liggins, gen-
eral manager for WH UR cal led him to 
ask if he knew any students that would 
be interested in doing a show on week-
ends at WHUR. 
''A fter call ing about seven or eight 
students. none of them thought they 
were ready or they didn 't have a broad-
casting license:· Melvin recalled. 
Melvin did not have a license at the 
time eithe'r, but he was confident enough 
to realize that he was ready for such a 
venture. He decided to try the job and 
asked Jack Shuler, a communication stu-
dent with an engineer's license, to be his 
engineer for the weekend show. 
During Melvin's maidc11 broadcast. 
the switch board at WHUR stayed lit up 
from the number of people calling com-
plementing Melvin and asking questions 
about the show. 
Melvin 's immediate response from 
the audience had not been predicted to 
come as Soon as it did. because before 
then he had been unknown to the broad-
cast field. Kathy Liggin's first reaction 
to the success of Melvin 's show was that 
it "struck like a stonn,"-a Quiet Stonn 
that is. 
Apparent from 1he title of the show 
now, Liggins' description of the show fit 
so well that she decided to name the 
show Quiet Stenn and the rest is history. 
Melvin, a native of Washington, in his 
last year a{Howard spoke in the same 
tone as h ' does on hi s show as he 
expressed is feelings on the positive 
response of hi s listening audience, ··1 
don 't try to appeal to any particular audi-
ence ... I want to get every man and 
woman out there listening." 
He believes that the "Stonn'' was a 
big change for WH UR because they 
were before into a heavy jazz fo rmat 
''but you've got to give the people what 
they want to hear," Melvin added. 
Evidently Melvin is one tha1 the people 
wanted to hear. 
Since Melvin's "Quiet Storm'' began 
broadcasting along with various engi-
neers. (Jack Schuler, Wrett 
Weatherspoon and current engineer Pat 
Lawson) WHUR has moved from rating 
18 to 11 in a market of 36 stations in the 
metropolitan area. 
On Saturday nights WHUR is rated as 
number one in the District with some lis-
teners between 18-24. Of all the women 
who listen to radio on Saturday night, 25 
percent listen to WHUR. 
Coming from a family of two older 
brothers and three older sisters, Melvin 
says he deve loped his taste for music 
from what they used to play. ''My house 
has always been filled with mu sic. I 
know what used to make my brothers 
and sisters feel good so I try to give peo-
ple some of the same thing," Lindsey 
said. ''I mostly play music by the way 1 
feel." he added. 
''I enjoy the response from the public, 
its nice when I go places and people 
respect what I do. It makes me want to 
continue because I'm pleasing people." Melvin Lindsey, the host of "Quiet Storm" the number one Saturday night radio program in D.C. 
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A few weeks ago, 
1'HE Hll.LTOP 
dialogued with 
Lisa Williamson, 
native New 
Yorker • • 
from the Bronx. 
You may know 
her as longtime 
activist, newly 
versed raptivi,st 
Sister Souljah. 
She lends us her 
time, wisdom 
and words in a 
straightforward 
• 
rap session. 
Here's what she 
has to say. .. 
. 
• 
Excursions I 83 
Sports /85 8 
Guy Witcher (left) and Morgan Freeman star In Power • 
In evaluating film, critic finds one can 
underestimate The Power of One 
By Ellen Nutter 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
ail to Hollywood, Tinsletown, Fantasy's Mecca. Parent to 
the mysterious journey, the epic romance. Is any feat too 
great for this colossal mechanism of magic? Does one even 
dare pose such a blasphemous query to the Great Creator of 
the Credulous? Not in the presence of its most recent brainchild The 
Po" 'e1· o[011e. Directed by John G. Avildsen (Rocky, Karate Kid I and 
II , among others) this fi lm. surpasses Hollywood precedents and mas· 
terfully takes 1he unbelievable, improbable and makes it into screen 
reality. ~l ollywood has transfonned the prototypical All-American 
hero to the incarnated Sa\1iour. The South African Messiah , equipped 
with boxing gloves. is prepared to single handedly KO apartheid. 
Rocky goes r1ative. 
The story is straight forn'ard , simple. Set in the 40s, precocious child, 
PK (Stephen Dorff). becomes outcast orphan. Wise old man, Doc 
(Armi11 Muelle r-Stahl). becomes surrogate parent to outcast orphan. 
Surrogate parent n1olds outcast orphan into a regular renaissance man, 
praisewortl1y for hi s physical prowess (a boxing champ, no less) and 
intellectual prodigiousness (Oxford wants him, full scholarship). Add a 
dash of hu111anitatian suave and. voila, out comes a young man imbued 
wirh all the necessary qu3lities to rally against the power elite and mingle 
with the Oppressed. a real man of the people. Applause. Applause. 
Sister Souljah comments on ... 
Undoubtedly a beautiful creation. Alas, so much for challenging the 
Great Creator. So how about challenging the Great Con? Indeed, the 
proble1n with this filn1 sterns fro111 the liberty it takes with its upgrading 
the doub1fu l to the gospel. The degree to wh ich it presents a young 
English boy as the answer to the problems of race and national and cul-
tural (fictions is not only naive, but. to put it bluntly, typical . The mythi-
cal Gr\at \Vh ite Hope pervades Hollywood so effectively that even now! 
in 1hc 111id::.1 of South African change which. not incidentally, Blacks 
have propelled. the An1erican audience once again must endure the trans-
ferring of pD\\'er fro111 the fists of the true rebels to the manicured hands 
of the i1111occnt and well meaning white nice-guy. The real cool brave 
good guys ~ti ll wear white. evidently. 
••• her childhood 
1·1 l1:1 ... il·:1ll~ ,,a., .1 product of all the systems. 
·;-.111 ... \\l'lf,lrt'. lree !t111ch .... forced integratio11. bus· 
1r1e.. :\ 11 tilt> ... 1t1 lf 1!1:11 ca111e ot1t of the ~Civ il Rights 
• • \lo\ctnl'tll .1r1J ,,f1i1t: re:tl·tion to 1!1c rebe llion of 
Afric:111 pc<lple Ill thi-, COUlllf)'.'' 
••• how she became t}\e 
kind 01· person she 1s 
now 
''Peo11le ask 111e that question all the time and I 
rei1!ly do11 '1 t1r1dersta11d what the mystery is. The 
only tl1ir1g I did was the ... fundamen ta.I things that 
anyone can llo to properly educate therqselves ... Talk 
to older people. Find out the experiejices they 've 
gone 1hrot1g!1. join programs ... , read· books ... study 
tl1e 111ateria!: tra\•el. All the things I've done, I've 
done •1~ a11 i11ner cit)' )·outh \vho was just interestCd 
in being prepared so that I don't have to be undeP 
the co111rol. under the power and ... mercy of an 
enem) \\ hich is ;1 '' hite society. 
••• why she chose the 
c~~e~?at~~ e~~!!~~ ~fro~ap1ich 
}'Ou can do ~ome specific organizing. I think what 
r<1p l1as done i~ given people an interest in self-edu-
cation. an ir1terest in self-sufficiency. But I think 
that it i~ tlO\\' ti111e to go to the next level which is 
action-orie11ted politics that emerged from, the phi-
!osop!l)' 1\1:11 ~)cop le learned and came to understand 
fro1111!1e n1u:-.ic . A11d so that 's what I see my role as 
bei11g." 
••• s.tudents tryin' to ''get 
over'' 
''Stuclc11t!<. arc lazy- unprepared. And too into 
getting over. Students read the first couple of pages 
of a book and the last couple of pages and then 
bullsh-t with ~0111e 111onarchy notes or something to 
get ove r on an es~ay. Ho\v do I know? Because I 
wa!:. a student recently. And so the point is that if 
Afric11n people really understood that we were at 
war, stu{\e111s -or whatever profession you' re in-
would dedic<ile )'Ourself to the excellence of the pro· 
fession that ) 'OU thi11k is goi11g to best equip you ... 10 
be viable ir1 a society that is hostile towards yOur 
people. If you're not ... then what the hell are you 
doing?" 
••• the theor_v of aA1Yf •• 
ernment induced S 
• conspiracy 
'' ... su re they parti cipate in germ warfare. 
Absol utely. They [the government] make things in 
their laboratories to dest roy .4.frican people. They · 
i11jec1ed people back ' in the 40s \Yith S)1philis in the 
Tuskeegee Experi111ent. So ifthe)' ·11 inject you with 
syphilis ... and your people neve r had it and they 
injected it in your people ju~t to see \vhat ' ll happen. 
why would11 't they inject )'OU with AIDS?" 
••• folks that can't relate 
to the m~e she's try-
ing to send -
'' ... everybody that can't relate won 't relate. And 
eventually George Bush will get them and they'l l 
try to relate. In other words, they'll be a lot of peo-
ple who don't want to hear 'black talk' or who think 
it's an exaggeration or who think it's extreme 
or ... irrelevant. So those people who the organizers 
and the activists fail to organize-the conditions 
will organize them. The recession will organize 
them. Raci sm and white supremacy will organize 
them, because the country will get into such a state 
of desperation that those people will have to tum 
somewhere-if not inward to themselves, then to 
the people they 've been ignoring over the years who 
have been ignoring cenain truths that are imponant 
in tenns of building around their lives.'' 
••• the alleged pittin2 of 
black men ~ainst black 
women in tlie media 
''l think white people historically have relished in the divi-
sion of African people. They master division ... and the rea-
son why ... is because they know in division there is no 
strength and no power and their ultimate goal is to ren-der ... and maintain us at a level of powerl=. And so I 
think that the white media, in dividing Thomas and Hill and 
everytxxty else, is just doing what it historically has done. '· 
. tired <i to' 
e ucate and enl1gti en 
black ? 
'' ... you get tire , but you recognize that your 
ancestors were tired too. I'm sure Harriet Tubman 
was tired walking through the woods in the dark, 
trying to free people that didn't even have the men-
tality to understand that they were supposed to be 
free ... but she did it anyway. I draw my power from 
the power of the ancestors that have proceeded me 
because it's something that must be done." 
to tell students? 
''I w uld tell s dents that a lot of things that 
they're expecting to happen in their adult life will 
probably not happen because this country is operat· 
ing under an age long system .of white supremacy. And as George Bush's New World Order becomes 
an even staunch reality, there will be less opportuni-
ties, less tolerance, less patience with the African 
presence in America. [Students} should understand 
that self-sufficiency is the only way they are going 
to be able to survive as a people and that they're 
gonna have to maintain communication and connec-
tions to the community. We are going to have to 
establish business ... communication ... and trade links 
with the continent of Africa and our brothers and 
sisters in the Caribbean. We 're gonna have to sup-
plement our traditional curriculum with the readings 
that are necessary to buy power to our own minds so 
that we are not existing as people who are students 
of a ·system of cooperation so that we can offer some 
type of resistance to our enemies." 
Photos by ''Tha.I .BZa.ck Guy'' Ke:n. H.a:n.ce 
' • I
The Pr1~te1· of 011e relies on the strength of myth. In the fi lm, PK 
becomes the central figure to a South African myth of the Rain Man, a 
figure of deliverance, one who can bring all of them together. They 
flock to PK in hopes that he can empower them and lead them to free-
don1. Throtigh his boxing he is able to elevate from ordinary school 
kid to Messiah. Rooting from his experiences in the local prison, PK is 
able to transcend all sons of boundaries and provide a spiritual power 
that glues the people together. 
Doc, a Gennan, is incarcerated at the ou1breiik- of. World War II. Still 
under Doc's tutelage, PK is a regular visitor to the prison, which, of 
course, ''houses'' a great number of Blacks. Geel (Morgan Freeman) 
teaches PK to box and box well. PK develops a relationship with the 
other prisoners and gains their respect. Because he speaks Zulu, he is 
able to communicate with them. In fact, he even writes lyrics for them to 
sing for a concert that is organized to honor a visiting general. The lyrics 
are revolu1ionary, but only he, Doc, and the other prisoners understand. 
From there he becomes somewhat of a legend because of his ability to 
assuage factional disputes and orchestrate harmony. Later, when he is 
attending high school, some Black leaders, aware of his reputation, 
approach him and practically beg him to box Duma, the youthful leader 
of a township. He' wins and it is confmned he is the One. 
PK also dabbles in romance, underground te.aching, and other acts of 
good will to make him a terrific jack of all trades. The plot, although 
based on a semi-autobiographical novel by Bryce Courtenay, is all too 
romantic. It excludes the true revolutionaries from any significant roles . 
Morgan Freeman completes what seems to be little more than a cameo 
appearance early on in the film and white heroes dominate the tale. To 
exc lude whites from the South African picture would be incomplete, but 
to make them the entire shot is strong political commentary. The South 
Africans' representation is submissive and secondary and their roles are 
not the pivotal roles of a serious South Africa, but supporting cast of 
Hollywood glitz. So, while you're contemplating whether this film may 
ill uminate and educate, I suggest you sit back, flip on the TV and watch 
Road Runner. It 's nlore realistic, just as action packed, and cheaper. 
Tempo ash!! 
T ribe Vibe, a collection of Urban Renaissance Artists headed by Kenya Abdul Hadi and Ewunike Akpan (see Mar. 6 issue of TJ1e Hilltop), will present and design and demonstrate the cre-
ation of their Spring Line this Saturday, April 4 at Nordstrom's (their 
first department store account !!), al Pentagon City in the Men's Brass 
Rail from 2 p.n1. until 7 p. m .. A roster of the artists include Jacqueline 
James, Inonge Khabele, James Longan, Gloria Milnar, Qadir Hicks, Ibn Anderson, Bariq Muhaimin, JASON, and KOYA.(for more info 
call 202-986-2858. Ask for Kenya of Ewunike.) TWO RIGHT A WRONG Productions will present the Black 
Love/Love Black series this Saturday afternoon April 4th at the 
Kilimanjaro restaurant and club located on .1724 California St., NW. 
This series will include original poetry reading~ by Ras Baraka, New 
York poet Jasiri and Howard's own ASKHARJ johnson and the sul-try soulful sounds and rhythms of jazz vocalist Cheryl SUNNY 
Sumter. The healing will begin promptly at 3 p.m.. Admission for 
HBCU s1udents is $4.00 with ID and there will be an open bar!! (for 
more info call 202-678-4178) . 
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By John L. Jackson, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Some books_can't be read; they must 
be listened to the way one listens to a 
captivating tale that is whispered at a 
campfire, beneath a glittering night sky. 
hese type of books talk to 
us the way an old friend 
would, the way a passion-
ate loved one does, the 
way a caring parent 
should. They resonate 
with many truths that 
cause us to say, "Hmmmm, that's just the 
. . '' way it ts, too. 
Black lee, Lorene Cary's sensitive and 
sophisticated autobiographical offering 
into ''the unruly conversation'' that is 
black literature in America, is one such 
text. 
Chronicling the pleasure and pain that 
a young black female feels upon enter-
ing a fonnerly all white, all male prep-
school (St. Paul 's) in New Hampshire, 
far away from her family and friends in 
Philadelphia, Bla ck lee shows that 
Lorene Cary has the self-insight and 
self-wisdom that few people are able to 
achieve. 
As her story begins, a teenage Lorene 
is preparing for her interview with 
recruiters at the prestigious prep-school. 
Her mixed emotions about this next big 
step in her young life are told with such 
honesty and skill that the reader can 
hardly help but to care about her decision 
and her feelings. 
We are allowed to observe a young 
black girl's coming of age in the early 70s, 
a coming of age wrought by her passage 
from one world into another. 
Among the book's many attributes-
refreshing honesty and clarity, unquestion-
able vision, readable language--0ne of its 
most important is its wittiness. 
For example, when Cary writes about 
her interv iew with Mr. Dick , a white 
recruiter at St. Paul's, she gives an amus-
ingly truthful definition for the word "sen-
sit ivity''. · 
''When my interview ended," she writes, 
''Mr. Dick opened the door for me. He 
held it while I stepped through. ' I hope 
' 
I 
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-----Author tells of battle against isolation in white environment -----
you 're ready for 
~omework,' he said, because there 's lenty of it here. ' 
Was he assuming 
that a black girl from 
,publi school might 
not be up to it? I 
wondered. Or was I 
too sensitive? I had 
been told that before, 
and I knew it was 
true, but I couldn't 
always tell when. 
Sometimes 'sensi-
tive' was what kids 
called each other 
when they wanted 
license for cruelty, or 
i"'hat white people 
said when they 
didn't want to both-
er to change." 
, As her first 
semester at St. 
' . Paul's progresses, 
Lorene becomes 
more and more con-
fused. Though she 
certainly doe s not 
feel a part of the St. 
Paul's experience-
at least not as much 
a part of it as her 
white counterparts 
¥•- her stay at St. 
Paul's is changing 
her. She finds it 
increasingly diffi-
cult to relate to her 
family and friends 
back 1n 
I p 
• 
Philadelphia. Her new 
environment is forcing 
her to adapt to it by 
changing in ways that 
seem to be destroying 
her ties to her past. 
Black l ee is one 
woman's story-just a 
portion of that story. 
Cary captures the sights, 
sounds and thoughts of 
her high school life so 
brilliantly that it leaves 
the reader craving for 
more. We want to know 
more about what hap-
pened to the author after 
St. Paul's-could we 
gain as much knowledge 
from the rest of her life 
experiences as we gained 
from her faithful portray-
al of a few years. 
Through her interaction 
with-and thoughts 
on-fellow students and 
faculty members at St 
Paul's, Cary builds a , 
vividly woven piece of 
literature. Her experi-
ences gave her wisdom 
to pass on to all of us, 
wisdom mixed with just 
the right proportion of 
common sense and bril-
liance. 
As contradic-
tory as this may sound, 
Black lee warms the 
soul. It rekindles one's 
sense of hope by care-
fully telling the inspira-
The UGSA SPRING 
Black Arts Fes·tival 
tional story of one black woman's ~ecret : 
"That just as St Paul 's was [hersJ. because 
(she) had attended the school and attribut-
ed to it , so, too. was American life and 
culture [hers], because [she was a black 
person] in America.'' 
She felt isolated and alone at St. Paul's 
simply because she allowed l1erself to feel 
isolated and alone. This isolation. she 
concedes, was an illusion. but. as with 
any other ill usio11, it took a lot for lier to 
break free of it , and we can all learn 
from her how we can possibly break free 
from some of the self-co11structed illu-
sions that we allo\v to becon1e reali1ies 
in our lives. 
Book: 
Black Ice 
Author: 
, Lorene Cary 
Published by: 
Vintage 
Price: 
$10.00 
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Variations In Expression: The Odyssey of An African Peopl 
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April 19 - 25, 1992 
-
Sunday, April 19 
Call to Chapel 
Monday, April 20 
Poetry Reading/Lecture 
Tuesday, April 21 
Open Mic Night 
Wednesday, April 22 
Fashion Show 
Hans-Solo AfterParty 
Thursday, April 23 
Mr. Howard Contest 
Friday, April 24 
Step Show 
Hans-Solo AfterParty 
Saturday, April 25 
Picnic 
Hans-Solo AfterParty 
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EXCURSION ex-cur·sion/ik·sker..zhen/n. i:. expedition z. pleasure trip 3. outward movement or cycle of movement. 
Jlifure 
hy %or Jacl;;on 
If I couftf control my tfwiiglits, 
~fay6e J 'tf tliinf;,_of you not so mucli, 
JfnJ' seiatc tlie lieattrf cliu1ri1rg in my 60,(y, 111intf anJ soul 
'.)'et, somttliing lias 6een aJt!etf to niy 11ifrofe, a11tf tliL• 
smnetfi ing you may K._noui. 
If eyes coufi( t oucli, move and not j11st see and fee(, 
?.-fine woufd 6e af( over you, 
:forming, sculpting some transcenJent siglit, 
5'16sor6ing tli e inner beauty you t'manatt, 
J.ls u1tff as tlit outer one you con11ty. 
%.ey wou{if 6t yours to commantf, 
'Jtitli uictorif.5 prr.mouncetf in mutua{ ec.•tacy as it afrl'atfy 
stanis. 
Jfnd eyes do fee{, 6eca11.it 11rfien I tfiinK_of you, 
1Jiso6ed'ientfy, tlityfif{ 11litfi 1111refe111i11g tears of 
happiness. 
If e11er tliere coufd 6e a fountain ,if')011tfi, 
'J(y eyes &come geljScrs of fiq11i1( cnrc1t io11, 
'forcing ITU! to cfose tlicm, hccause .... you ar.· 011(11 to {!111111 
tliat ! adore you, not tlie otlicr. 
If uliff.s ca11 't De 6t'nt, 
'll-'ly is it tliat you lia11r onfy to a.~(_autf 
I sft.a({ not eat, sfeep or tfn"nk} 
1 tfo tliis afreatfy anti you lia1ie not uttered a 111or,[. 
If voices cou{d not rise, mi11e ui11u{rf a611un1f tfiroiigfi 
'Tlic tliundcrstruci(_ft.ca11cns, witfi song, i11 .>pite, 
'Decficatetf to anti inspired' 6y you 6ct·a11Se you simpfy s1nifeJ 
at nu,-
- 6ut I uJOuftf not sing it i1r your premisi•, 
'.for you are to k._noz11 tft.at I aJ(1n• y11u, not tfic otfil'r. 
51.nJ /l5 I toucfi you nou1, no {anger 1111rfer 1ny 1111111 con tr11l 
'Do you f;_no;11 u11iar I tft.i11f;_of? 
'Do you (.no1111vfiat ! t•nvisit)tr? 
'Do you f\!iow yo11r power 1)ver tnr? 
Can't yo11 lieor it in my ;1oii:c? 
'.forliowcan I adore on.• fi4· y11u 11r11f 1101 fet•f tfir vtficr.~ 
I fo1't you. 
Si4U414~~·· · 
"-7..ue. ~ 
,,ft a·,,,eJ --. 'Ude HUf mUtd wid t4e ~~ ~ S~ 
A..t _, k4ht ~ "" w<d tk «<ea o( 'Ddila4. 
Si4U 414 'P'4 ~ att. ~ ttw.e. -4 att «elf tied ttw.e. 
7&,,., tied u k -eded - welt - ~ ~· 
7&,,., ~ #tOJ'l.e juLtH9Q ~ ~ ea« addUJ.i. ~ ~ #tel're 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SPRING CONCERT 
l 
' 
' 
HO'WARD UNIVERSITY JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CONCER1' llAAD 
APRIL 15,1992 
10:45 a.m.- 12:45 
Cramton Auditorium 
Ho\vard University l\'I:1in C:1n11>11s 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 2021806-7062 OR 
806-5862 
' 
The String 
by Mitchell Green 
Love is taking a chance. It's like 
hanging from a thread. 
If you fall , will the one you love catch 
you? 
I was hanging by a thread: Waiting 
for her to pull me up. 
She waited ; Tugged at the string. 
I thought as I was hanging, of all the 
times I went out with her. 
I thought about the things I had done 
for her. 
I thought of all the strong emotions 
I displayed. 
All of my free time spent with her in devotion. 
In my mind there shouldn 't have 
been any delay on the decision. 
I looked at her and the string. She 
smiled as she wrapped it around her 
finger. 
I was no longer hanging by a thread. 
I was wrapped around her finger, 
she would shake and have me dangling on a string. 
I left her holding the string twice. 
She left it there for me to come back 
• 
to , but not gaining an inch on the place I held. 
The string was longer now. 
Each time I left it grew. 
! came back one final time. Experi· 
enced and no longer dangling. 
I was just holding on. Holding on to 
a dream, a dream of love. 
Heartbroken so many times, I feared 
I could no longer repair it. 
I finally saw the light. All dreams 
don't come true no matter how hard 
you wish. 
I had to let myself go. I cut the string. 
' I fell and there was no one there to 
catch me. 
~ U hep th~ .up.vuu:e wti·<U tJue4 k /.ut. 
~Cr4 k.<Je ~ f<w.e . tUUf. 46 4kf(t 1. 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY SHOWTIME 
MARCHING BAND 
DRUM CLINIC 
April 6th - 10th, 1992 
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
College of Fine Arts 
Bandroom, B-002, Basement Level 
Coordinator: Adolph E. Wright 
Assistant Director, University Bands 
The clinic is open to students presently enrolled 
at Howard University and graduating high 
school seniors in the metropolitan area. 
T OPICS TO BE COVERED 
1) RUDIMENTS 
2 ) F UNDAMENTALS OF READING (MARCHING PERCUSSION 
INSTRUMENTS) 
3) P ERFORMANCE T ECHNIQUES (MARCHING PERCUSSION) 
4 ) CORP STYLE DRUM CADENCES (PARADE & CMPETITION) 
5) Hl·STEP DRUM CADENCES (PARADE & SHOWTIME) 
6) MARCHING STYLE (Hl·STEP, CORP STYLE) 
7) DANCE GROOVES AND CHOREOGRAPHY 
8) STICKING (MARCHING & COMPETITION) 
9) CARE & TUNING OF INSTRUMENTS 
10) REHEASAL TECHNIQUES 
GUEST CLINICIANS AND GUEST PERFOMANCES 
• 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 202/806-7062 
Frustration 
by Lolita Clayton 
I've pulled my self 
back 
a\vay from 
YOU. 
back 
into that fan1iliar 
black 
empty 
place that closes at my arrival 
sl1ielding n1e from 
YOU. 
YOU. 
v.•hose 
I 
0 
11 
g 
strong fingers 
i longed to hold 
wl1ere tl1ose that 
ripped and cla1ved at 
my heart. 
YOU. 
r whose perfect, moist lips \l 
i asked. to kiss 
where tl1ose that 
s111iled and laughed the deceit that 
clogs my ears. 
Yes, YOU. 
\Vhose confident, musically inclined \Valk 
i desired to i1nitate 
\Vas a masquerade 11iding 
feet that wa11ted to crush 
all that i defi11ed as ''me." 
I. 
whose body has been consumed 
by your fire 
fi11d n1\1self , 
a sing!e \1a11Li agai11st my fan1iliar 
for YOU. 
pressing 
reaching 
CHECK THIS OUT. ... 
H.U. 
''SHOWTIME 
' . 
MARCHING BISON'' 
BAND RECRUITMENT WEEK 
' .. ' ·~-· ,,.. . ~··· ·' .. ... .... .. ··~ . . 
WHEN: April 6-10 
WHERE: Arn101tr J. Blackburn Center 
Lower Lobby 
TIME: 10:00 a.m. · 3:00 p.m. 
ALL J1VTERESTED STUDENTS ARE 
WELCOME!!!! 
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EVIDENCE OF HAVING HAD A GOOD TIME 
photo by Otesa Middleton 
Drinking St. Ides Malt Liquor is a regular act i.vity for Scott Campbell , a Howard student, who has 
the bottles to prove It. He uses the window of his Howard Plaza Towers room for a display case. 
21 and over: a joke ? 
Legal drinkirlg age just 'a law' around H.U. 
By Robert Slngtield 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It 's Friday. Spring Break 'is finall}' 
here! Perhaps you'l l go to a party. out 
clubbin', or to the beach. One thing is 
certain, according to statistics, alcohol 
is high on the agenda of 90 percent of 
college students. 
Whether it 's a bott le of Boone' s 
Farm wine or a ''40'' of St. Ides Malt 
Liquor, alcohol consumption appears to 
be a university pastime. That's fine for 
Bison over 21. However, the problem 
at Howard and other colleges is that 
many who drink are under 21 . 
The law, passed in 1986, states 'that 
in order to consume alcoholic beverages 
legally, one must be at least 21-years-
old . However, this is not always the 
case. 
Most of the drinking on college can1-
puses is done by students that are under 
age . Mainl y becau se it is easy to 
obtain. Alttiough most area stores that 
sell alcohol Check for identification. stu-
dents find ways of getting around that 
'petty little ' obstacle. Some use fake 
I.D. 's, while others find someone ¥:ho 
ts-of age to buy the \booze for them. 
Jerome Rodger s. a sophomore 
• 
111 ajoring i11 fina11t·c .(\id not ~ee tl1 is 
trend of alcohol consur11p1ion :1~ a prob-
le111 ... St udent' :11 t!1e co llege level 
should be able to h;111,\lc tl1 a1 t}'pe of 
responsibility.·· R(xlger' <.;tid. 
Tony Baker. 111:1r1ager of T.L .C. 
Di scou111 Store agreed. ..l'hc drinking 
age i'> ju!'.>\ a,1:1\v. ir1 real it}' tl1cre i.sr1·1 
mucl1 di ffc rcnt:c bet\vCc11 18 a11d 21 
because tllc}'rc both :1gc' of 1naturity. 
As f:1r as [' 111 conccrnc<I 1l1cy sl1oul <I 
have lcli it :11 18." !laker ~aid. 
E<I Sar1ders . .'.I so11t10111orc 111<\joring 
in poli t ical sc icr1 cc \\' <lS 1101 cc rt11i11 
wl1c1!1cr ii is guuc! or bacl 1h:11 :1lcohol is 
e~s il)• a11ai11:1ble. ·· 11 ·~ a ~l1a 1nc that 's il 's 
so caS)' 10 get a11d it sa)'~ :1 101 about 
1oda)' 0S .'!o0Cic1y. ~I UV.'C\Cr. i1'1, •tl\l) good 
in a ccr1ai n 1>.'a)' arl(I it helps )'OU 111akc 
)OUT O\I 11 dC('i,ior1,_·· Sa11dcr' 'aid. 
Se\·cr:1l llo\1ar<! ,1u<ll·r11' 1l1a1 a'kcd 
no1 to be idcr1titlc<I .'!oaill 1t1a1 lite) went 
out dr ir1l.. ing 1.1•i1!1 1J1c ir11c11t Ill ge t 
drunk about 011cc a 11·cc l.. .. 
De m;1u11c i\1illar<I. :1 'ophon1ore 
majoring in fir1a11ce . .'!oaid 1t1;1t he rarcl~ 
C\'er d ri11 l.. .'!o 11 itl1 tht• i111ent to gel 
extreme])' drur1k. "I 11,ually dri11 k 11•!1en 
I'm 1rip11in· out 11ith Ill) bo)'· bu1 I 
hardly Cl'cr 111c'' 11 i1!1 t11c l1ar;.t stuff. I· 
usual ly drinl.. cooler,. 11c\'l'T beer." 
According to area stores that sell 
alcohol, the weekend is 1he only time 
when their shelves get raided- with the 
exception of Homecoming weekend , 
Spring Picnic, the Hip Hop Conference 
and Georgia Avenue Day. These are 
what t)J.e stores refer to as peak periods 
\•:hich are times when large amounts of 
liquor are sold .. 
Robert Hubbart , a sophomore 
1vrestler in math said he doesn't drink 
for many personal reasons, although his 
i11volvement with athletics is the key 
reason. ''With my being an athlete I've 
got to stay in shape, and drinking defi-
ni tely can't do me much good so I don't 
even bother with it," Hubbart said . 
Another Howard student who asked 
not to be identified spoke of the prob-
lems he experienced with alcohol . ··1 
would get the urge to drink rather than 
study. I would much rather spend my 
time ge1ting bombed!'' 
This student added. ''I would often 
sleep very la1e because I was messed up 
from the night before." 
Also ·spring feve r' would motivate 
him to drink. ''On nice days I would go 
get a ' 40' instead of going to class," he 
said. 
BEGINS 
Around the world, Merck products are helping newborns and adults alike lead 
longer, happier, health ier lives. Milt ions of people rely on our technology and 
products to fight viral illnesses. Th is is why we need you. 
tf you desire to work with tho best the biological field has to offer. we would like to 
talk with you. Mercie: Manufacturing Division has immediate needs for Laboratory 
Technicians in our Biological Production & Testing laboratories. Our technicians 
earn above average wages and enjoy an excellent benefits package while gaining 
valuable experience. Opportunities for personal and professional growth are 
unlimited and excellence is rewarded . 
Qualified candidates for these positions wil l possess a Bachelor's Degree in 
Blolbgy, Microbiology. Che mistry, Biochemistry, Biochemical Engineering. 
Chemical Engineering or other life Sciences. Specific biology and chemistry 
coursework is required. Candidates with above average grade point averages are 
especially encouraged to apply. 
To be considered for these positions, please RUSH your complete and current 
transcripts and your resume to: 
Biological Technicians, Dept. CR·392 
Merck Iii Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 4, West Point, PA 19486-0004 
Merck a co., Inc. 
st Admired Corporation 
Home-cooked collard greens 
still a possibility for college 
students away from home 
By Melody A. Jordan 
Hilltop St~riter 
Collard greens are a household word in most African-
American homes, especially down South . 
Sundays after church, many families go to their grandma's 
house and sit down to a dinner of fried chicken, potato salad, 
com pudding. rolls, collard greens or whatever soul food she 
decides to ' fix up." Even in the north~m cities collard greens 
are popular. (Since most of our people in the North migrated 
from Southern states. any way.) 
Now that many Ho~ard students have moved away from 
home to Howard, they can no longer enjoy their mother's home 
cooking (unless she sends food baskets). 
Only students· that live in dormitories with cooking facilities 
such as Eton, Sutton, Park Square or live in houses can cook a 
"mess" of greens. Collard greens are economical and an excel -
lent source of nutri1 ion. In addition. they are high in carotene 
which means they have lots of vitam in C. 
Collard greens belong to the cabbage family. These vegeta-
bles are cancer-preventive and help lower cholesterol and con-
tro l dia betes, as well as ai d th ose tryi ng to lo se weight . 
Moreover. collards are high in vitamin A and in fiber. 
Though studcnts'may believi;..thal collards do not fi t in their 
busy academic and social life , that is not the case. For those 
students who have access to a microwave it is quick and effi-
cient to prepare a healthy and nutrit ious side dish from the col· 
lards. 
I. ToSS Chopped collard greens into a 9-inch glass pie plate 
2. Splash on a bit of stock and cover with vented plastic wrap. 
3. Microwave on full power unril just tender, about 1wo 
minutes fo r two cups of greens. Let stand for 1wo minutes 
and drain. 
Or you can fix them like your mother or grandmother used 
to: Put the greens in some hot water, let them cook on medium 
heat and add some cured meat (hog jaw, ham, fat back). For 
some students who do not ear pork and want to season their 
greens with a meat flavor, try imitation bacon bits or liquid 
smoke. Let them cook until they are tender. 
Though collards seem to be the 'hush hush' dish for many 
students on campus, some students enjoy the taste of the ethnic 
dish. Nijel Redrick, a sophomore majoring in math, decided one 
weekend that a big pot of collard greens would be delicious. 
Redrick bought his greens frozen (the closest thing to being 
fresh), put some ham in the pot and cooked his greens. 
"I bought the meat from home and was just waiting until my 
taste buds moved me, then I went grocery shopping," Redrick 
said. 
There are several different ways of preparing collard greens. 
Students on Howard's campus eal their collards fl avored with 
hot sauce, vinegar, navy beans or fri ed fi sh. 
Collards also go well with chicken, pork chops and most 
meat sources. For the vegetarian they go well with other veg-
etables. 
Sauteed Collard Greens with garlic and scallions 
INGREDIENTS 
2 teaspoons olive oil 
3 cups shredded or chopped collard greens 
1 clove garlic, 1ninced 
l tablespoo11 crun1bled feta cheese 
DIRECTIONS 
*In a large non-stick skillet or a wok, heat oil over medium heat. ' 
*Add collards and garlic and sautc ·, stirring constantly, until collards are just wilted, about 4 minutes. 
*Add scallions. just before collards are finished cooking, serve hot, sprinkled with feta. 
For college students it may be more economical and convenient to make substitutions. Regular vegetable 
oil does not sound as exotic as olive oil. but it will serve the purpose. Also, garlic powder will give your 
greens the flavor without leaving your hands smelly. Instead of feta try American, swiss, or cream cheese. 
Variation : saute · a n1rdium-sized, chopped ripe tomato with collards and garlic. Makes 4 servings. 
Source: Tl1e lle<1/i11g Foods by Patricia Hausman and Judi th Benn Hurley 
-~!~ )i, 
It can't do laundry or fmd y<5q ,_a'dJ1te, 
but it can help you firid jhore tiinefot both . 
• 
The Apple• Macintosh• Cla .. ic• ll 
. computer makes it easier for you to 
juggle classes. activities, projecrs. 
and term popcr<-and still find time 
for what make.1colle.ge life real life. 
It's a con1plc tc and affordable 
Macintosh Classic system that' s 
ready w help you get your work 
finished fast! !l's a snap to oot-up 
and use. 
Contact u..1:1 for n1tm: it1ft.,rmatitm 
on the C'Jltire line of Apple Macin· 
k'>ShC(llllputers and fordell!ilsoll lhe 
Apple Computrr Loan. 
Applf Macintosh Classic II 
'r Syst8'" 7 aipabla 
... ~ ""'*"1iles 
... Ccrnbinos. porfa!mamio & alfo<dal>llly 
FOr mere Information •• · · 
Myrtle Ctabba Hufll Daniel 
Monttay • Friday Tul«llYI & Tlullla~ 
10:00 AM • !2:3C l'M 
HoWlll'rl University Sookstm • 2401 - flll Shill, NW • 20241iU858 
Mid-Atlantic 
Education Sales: 301-599-9555 
• 
tl Authorized Education Sales Consultant 
-----··---- ···-----. 
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more about Africa! 
KHUFU Books 
Distributor 
P.O. Box 44810 
Washington, D.C. 
20026 
\ 
The Isis Papers WELSING 
OR. WELSING EXAMINES MEDIA IMAGES, 
LANGUAGE USE , ANO SEXUAL SYMBOLS TO 
REVEAL WHITE INSECURITY GLOBALLY. 
(tllo«( $12.71 (paper) $~$25 .46(cl o!h) 
The Destruction of Black 
Civil ization WILLIAMS 
W1lhams shows how the Egyptian and Sudanese 
were devas1a1ed by norihem invaders_ 
~ $ \ 4.41(paper) 
The Evenis of the Tulsa 
Disaster PARRISH 
Tells how an affluent Blad\ community known as 
1he "Black Wall Street• was bombad by white 
townspeople with !he approval of the Tulsa. 
Oklahoma autl"lorities. "'SI«( $7 .61 {paper) 
I 
They Came Before IQl@1111 °'U' w ~ ~ 'ij' i 
Columbus SERTIMA :: I NAME 
Outlines facts that point to the influence of LU 
Africans on America before Columbus arrived at (!Ji 
the "New World." ct I AODRESS 
~ $18.66(paper) 
-q; I ~ITY 
Cult of the Black Virgin :z: P LEASE sENo ME: 
BEGG 
0 I rs1s PAPERS 
400 ol !he world's images ol the Madonna are 
Black: Why are they so tittle known? 
(!Ji $12.71 PA?EFI 
"' I $25.46 ClOTH 
- $25.46 VIDEO lECTVFIES 
STATE 
)lite(, S8.46(paper) ~ I THE OESTRUCTION OF eLACK CIVILIZATION 
Shaka Zulu RITTER 
The biographY. of the founder cl the Zulu Nation. 
~ $8.46(paper) 
-
_ __ $14.41 
~ I THE EVENTS OF THE TUlSA IMSASTEFI 
0 
I s1.61 
~ THEY CAME BEFORE COLUMBUS I 1s.66 
• 
' 
' 
SORRY NO REFUNDS. 
'" 
C\ll T Of T11E BV.CK VIRGIN 
_ __ $8.46 
&H,tJI,\ ZUl.U 
_ __ $8.46 
_ __ sueTOTM. 
---6% SALES TA.JC 
===TOTAL 
PlfASE ENClOSE CHECK OFI M .Q. ONlY 
ro: IOiUFV 900l<S 
P.o. aox44810 
W,o.st;iNGTON, DC 20026 
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Guest columnist 
Askhari johnson 
Tyson 
represents"! 
classic example 
of date rape 
No\v that Mike Tyson is behind 
bars. \ve won1en can take a deep 
brei1th <Ind relax- right? Wrong ... 
very wrong. Tyson isn't behind 
bi1rs bec<111se the jury actua lly 
believes l1e raped a woman fortu-
ni1tely or u11fortunately Tyson is 
bei11g used as an example in 
An1erikkka ·s i11consistent ''justice'' 
syste111. But most of all we can't 
relax because Mike Tyson does not 
actually believe he raped a 
\V01nan, and he, still does not 
understand what rape is. He i_s 
probably sitting in Jail with that 
look of bewilderment that he 
\\'ears so \veil. wondering what the 
hell he did wrong. just like hun-
dreds of other uneducated 
Amerikkkans. 
J11st for tl1e record, and one more 
tin1e: I) rape is not something a 
wo1nan asks for- no woman in her 
right or wrong mind asks for rape; 
2) there is no such thing as a ''no'' 
th:1t means ''yes'' 3) a rape can and 
does happen minus bruises, black 
C)'es. guns and knives; 4) the act of 
\\'C<1ring tight jea11 s, tight sequined 
dresses or n1ini skirts is not equiv-
a!e111 to an advertisement for sexu-
<1! inlercourse- no ma1ter wha1 she 
\Vas \veari11e or how she was walk-, 
ing 1l1e victin1 is NEVER responsi-
ble for a r<1pe: 5) once a woman 
sa) Ii no she does not have to fight 
11 111a11 off. she should not have to; 
6) \\ l1e11 a \von1an says ''no'', even t 
i11 <1 \\1hisper. and a man still' per-
\ists in penetra1ing her, it is 
unequivocal!)'. undeniably rape; 7) 
r<1pe is 11ot necessarily about sex, 
bLtl po\vcr. co11tro l and domi-
11:1r1cc:1111<I 8) rape cannot be 
defended. justified or rationalized. 
Tl1ere 11re 110-excuses for rape, rape 
i~ ;1 cri 111e ancl crin1inals must pay 
1!1c price. 
I believe that Desiree 
\V:1..,J1i11g10 11 said ''no'' to Mike 
T~ ..,011 (b)1 the \Vay, where were the 
p11ge<1111 chapero11es lhat nigh1?) 
anc\Ty:.011 ig11ored her , however I 
<1]..,o belie\1e that Tyson is1992's 
tokc11 r•1pi1,1 for the system. If he 
\\it~ \\l1i te lie \vould ha\1e gotten 
11ff. but 111111 does11 't 1nean that he 
... 11oulcl not be in jail as n1any 
131tll'k" bt>lit' \'C. T)'Son should be in 
1<111. lie i:. con\•icted of raping a 
\Oltr1g \VO!ll<ln. 
. ' I k11ow Blacks are angry because 
T)'':.011 '''<IS se r11 straight to jail,. but 
I ;1111 ar1gr)' beci1use all convicted 
<.:rir11i11<1I:. <tre not sent directly to 
.i•til. (reticl Leona Heln1sley is still 
ot1t ;111d takir1g her time going to 
jJri .'>0 11.) l11 stead at' trying to get 
~·like oLtl. \\'C shoLild try to get all-
crir11i11:1ls/r<11Jists in and try to get 
r•ipi<.,!s ;1s \\1ell as the victin1s help. 
R<1pe. is 11ot going to simply dis-
•1p1Jear fro111 our society, and 
r<1pi'>IS are 11ot going to magi~ally 
ch:111ge tl1eir. behavior ove.rn1ght, 
e~pec ially since most rapi st~ do 
11ot know they are rapists. 
Therefore, women have to st.arl 
r11aking better decisions .and using 
good judgement. I am 1n n~ w.ay 
;11ten1pti11g to blame the v1ct1m 
because bad judgement and poor 
decisio11s sl1ould not bepenalized 
;:111<1 :ire not punishable by rape, but 
L1r1til tl1e me11, (and thoroughly 
br<1ihw:1shed women) in this coun-
11')' c1r1d 1he criminal justice system 
1:1kc r•1pe 1norc seriously women 
l1<1ve 10 lear11 to a\1oid potentially 
d;1ngerous si tuation s. Pearl 
Cleage, in lier book, Mad at Miles 
cli scUsse~ ' '\\'ttys to protect your-
..,cl f from being raped by 
'itr:1ngcrs. ·· 
' Poter11i:1I rapists are not easy to 
clctect, so if we do find ourselves 
Photo by Keith Byrant 
A student utlllzes exercise equipment at the center. 
HUMED offers 
• 
all a fair chance 
for good health 
By Pamala Lloyd 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The HUMED (Howard University 
Medicine) Center is a satellite clinic 
of Howard University hospital local-
ed at 6323 Georgia Ave. Northwest 
Washington, D.C. The center is 
divided into two different divisions 
orthopedics and sports medicine. 
The center servers Maryland, 
Virginia, the District ·of Columbia, 
Howard students and employees. 
Dr. Terry Thompson, the medical 
director of HUMED Sports Medical 
Center and 'Mike Jones, the director 
of the Sports Physical therapy depart· 
men! work along with a dedicated 
staff that consists of two therapists 
and three assistants. They provide 
the best care possible to as many 
patients. 
The center is open five days a 
week and Saturday mornings. Jones 
recalls his first week at HUMED as 
having four patients in a week. 
Today the center serves anywhere 
from 35 to 40 patients a day. 
''We would like to see our staff 
expand to to inculde additional phys-
ical therapist.an athletic trainer,and I 
would like to see our orthopedic staff 
expand and to take advantage of this 
excellent resource we have. I would 
like [the Cen1er] to become better 
known in the Howard community as 
well as the Washington and metropli-
tan at large,'' Thompson said. 
Once a patient has received a doc-
tor's prescription the patient can be 
treated for any physical disability. 11 
is necessary 1hat a patient receive a 
doc1or·s referral before being able to 
be treated at the center. There is also 
a nutrition division to help athletes 
get in better physical shape for their 
' particular sport. The center works 
closely with the athletic department 
to ensure that the athletes receive the 
best treatment. 
''Too many athletes were injured 
and did not get back in to proper 
form," Jones said. If a Howard stu-
dent is inj ured there is no reason that 
they should not be able to be treated 
and go back to playing as soon as 
possible. HUMED is furnished with 
the equipment to help. 
However, HUMED is not just for 
athletes. Howard students as well as 
employees can also use the service 
whether they are injured on or off tile 
campus. Howard student's health 
insurance covers the cost of the ser-
vice. 
HUMED is not only a center for the 
injured. They urge all students inter· 
ested in sports medicine 10 con1e 
down and see the center. 
The center also has interns who 
work at the center. 
''The major focaus of our center is 
to provide care to our athletes and the 
general medical community from the 
stan4-.d'oint Bf. othopedics and spans 
physical therapy. We also make our-
se lves available as an educational 
resource 10 a wide variety of stu-
dents,"Thompson said. 
''Those students who are involved 
in physical therapy, orthopedics, a11d 
any of our students who would have 
need for training in sports physical 
1herapy," he added. 
Ransom Miller, a senior Howard 
football player used the center when 
he strained the ligament in hi s knee. 
''It is an excellent physical therapy 
practice." Miller said he believes 
that the center really cares about their 
patients; and they are very person-
able. 
The 1991-1992 Spirit Award Selection Committee is 
proud to announce the recipients of the Spirit Award for 
outstanding volunteer service to Howard University and 
the community: 
Ms. Janel Bowles. Mr. Charles Coward. and 
Ms. Tamitha Fisher 
A ceremony will be held in their honor on April 8, 1992 
in the 1B~ackburn Center Gallery lounge, 4pm. 
How<iu:l students, faculty, and staff are invited. 
However, we ask that you RSVP by 5:00pm April 3rd at 
806-7003. Proper attire is required! 
' 
• 
i11 sitL1ations where men forc.e 
1her11:.el\1es on us, then we cannot ~ 
keep quiet about it. We have to"' ' 
report it and keep reponing it until 
~omething is done. We have to 
fir1nly state tl1at we need help and 
keep st<1ting it until we get it. I 
u11derst:1nd that a woman who 
reports rape is also subjected to 
n1elli:1 rape; however, if we learn 
10 believe wo1nen who say and 
report that they have been raped, 
;111d stand behind them instead of 
Askharijohnson is the 
Excursions Editor at 
Tl-fE HILLTOP Johanna 
Wilson's column will 
1·eturn next week. 
Intramural basketball 
not just fun and games 
By Andrea Wiiiiams and Johanna 
Wilson 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
The names are colorful, the fans are 
excited and the athletes are intense. 
But can you blame them? The Ankle 
Breakers had just squashed the 
Spiders 40-50. Unfortunately for !he 
insects, the loss forced the Spiders to 
crawl into seventh place. 
All the excite1nent just proves that 
whoever said intramural teams are 
not serious about basketball has not 
been to Jolin H. Burr Gymnasium 
recently; because, since February, the 
lower level of Burr Gym has been 
filled with students, faculty and staff 
all fiercely competing in the Howard 
University Intramural Basketbal l 
League. 
Each team paid a $50 fee to partici-
pate in tt1e basketball games which 
are every Monday through Thursday 
evenings from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Four 
games are played every night by eight 
different teams on each hour. 
A teain called 3-5-9 is No. I in the 
Monday night league with a 4-0 
record. While the Bomb Squad, H20 
Sho\v 11nd Tl1e Warriors \Vere all tied 
for first place with a 5-1 record in the 
Tuesday league. Thus far, Men At 
Work. have managed to secure a 6-0 
record t111d the No. I spo1 in the 
Wednesda)' night league. In the 
Thursday night league, Folks From 
The Hood. had sec11red the top posi-
tio11 with a 4-1 record. 
The league consists predominantly 
of 1nen. hov.1ever. there are a few 
fernt1les in the league . There are usu-
al])' a couple of female-only teams. 
but the l<lClies v.'ere unable to form 
1ea111s in tin1e for co1npetition. 
Jo\1ona Henson. \Vho is the acting 
coordin;.1tor for !111ra111ur11l Activities, 
said tl1e i111ramur11t basketball league 
cont<1ins <1pproximi1tel)' 375 people 
wl10 are serious b:1sketball players. 
··They [the players] are al\va·ys 
excited abo11t pla)1ing bAsketball. 
They have their friends and girl-
friends in the crowd cheering them 
on,·· Henson said. 
According to Henson, sometimes 
the games get too exciting. 
''Once a team threw trash cans 
because they lost, and it was a faculty 
and staff team that did it, not the stu-
dents," she said. ''It's interesting and 
it has its ups and downs, but we enjoy 
every minute of it." 
A Warrior player, #1, dribbles 
his way past a Twin Hype 
opponent. The Warriors won 
81·58. 
Photos by Keith Lffdbetter 
A Twig Hype player, #15, 
tries to deny a Warrior two 
points at the basket. 
Applications are now available for 
The 1992-93 HILLTOP Staff 
Positions include: 
Managing Editor* 
Campus Editor 
Assistant Campus Edito.r 
Copy Editors 
Business/Finance Editor 
Sports Editor 
Tempo Editor 
Assistant Tempo Editor 
Editorial/Commentary Editor 
International Editor 
Local/National Editor 
Staff Reporters 
Graduate Schools' Corespondent 
Office Manager 
Receptionists 
Advertising Manager 
Staff Photographers 
Copy Desk Chief 
Administrative Assistant 
Book Critic -
Music Critic 
' 
Forms can be picked up at THE HILL TOP or the Office of 
Student Activities (Room 117). Applications are due by April 
14 at 4 p.m. Please direct all questions to Jennifer Golson at 
(202) 806-4726. 
*Applications for Managing Editor are due April 10. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Comming soo11 ... 
The Brothers of 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
Fraternity, Inc. 
Beta Chapter 
present 
''THE RESURREC'flON JAM" 
Our Official 
''Spring 1992'' Celebration 
COMING SOON!!!!! 
The 1992 Spring Black Arts 
Festiv,tl "Variations In 
Expression: The Odyssey of An 
African People" April 19-25 
Sponsored by the UGSA 
On April 4, 1992, TO RIGHT A 
WRONG Productions will 
present the" Black Love/Love 
Black" series, featuring original 
poetry by Ras Baraka, Askhari 
johnson, and Jasiri of BKLYN, 
and ending with music by Cheryl 
"Sunny" Sumter. The event will 
take place at !he Kili1nanjaro, 
3:00pm on April 4, 1992. For 
n1ore info call (202) 678-4178. 
l'he "Black Love/Love Black" 
series continues: TO RIGHT A 
WRONG Productions presents 
an evening of poetry featuring the 
Baraka family: Amiri Sr., 
Amina, & Ras Baraka. Music 
by Cheryl ''Sunny'' Sumter. 
April 11 , 1992 @ 3:00 at Club 
Kilimanjaro. For more info. call 
(202) 678-4178. 
The PERSHING RIFLES 
FRATERNITY will have a 
CARWASH SATURDAY, April 
4, 1992 in the Architecture 
Parking Lot. 
The Urban Progran1 Center 
YMCA is intervie,ving applicants 
t'or Su1111ner Day Can1p positions. 
Only the SERIOUS should apply. 
Call (202) 398-2600. 
Ivan Shores. Doug \Vaters, Kyle 
Brow11, ;111d Jamal Jones please 
coll.tact Mr. Wright at 806-
7062/5862 concerning Howard 
University Marching Band and 
Percussion Clinic 
Millions of$ available for college 
. scholarships for rnore infonnation 
please call Steve Walker (30 I ) 
627-8169 or (30 I) 567-0577 
ATTEN'J' ION GRADUATING 
SENIORS Seeking an 
Opportunity to Learn the 
Securities Business? We are 
expanding and looking for entry 
level ACCOUNT 
EXECUTIVES/STOCK 
BROKERS to work in our 
Alexandria, VA office. Interested 
students please call or send 
resume to F,N, WOLF & CO., 
INC, ATTN: B. SHIMA 
ADYOROUGH 4501 Ford Ave. 
Alexandria, VA 22302-1435 1-
800-368-5038/(703) 845-4200 
,All majors considered 
The H.U. Wisconsin Club meets 
Wednesdays 5pm in Blackbum 
Room 150 
Howard's Episcopal/Anglican 
Mission invites you into Services 
in the Carnegie Building's Little 
Chapel each Sunday 9 a.m. 
Let me reduce your car insurance 
and/or rent insurance. Call now 
(301) 637-5528 
EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY 
Hai r Extensions by Tracey Lynn 
Weaves from $I 0, French roll s' 
from $15, Braids from $40, Twist 
from $65. Call (202) 483-2477 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., 
Alpha Chapter will have no new 
membership this academic year. 
For niore info. (30 I) 303-9054/ 
(301) 303-6816/ (202) 806-7150. 
Sincerely, Jalami Horton KRS 
The Brothers of Omega Psi Phi 
Fraternity Inc, Alpha Chapter 
cordially invite all Brothers 
(Faculty, Staff, Graduate, 
Professional Students) to a 
reception at the Human 
Ecology living room. Thursday, 
I 
April 16, 11-lpm, Refreshments 
will be served, 
The Progressive Brothers of Phi 
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Alpha 
Chapter Present our 12th Annual 
Spring Cabaret - April 11. For 
tickets call (202) 882-2365. Ask 
for Robert Simpson 
Tickets for the Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity, Inc. 12th Annual 
Spring Cabaret will be sold on 
the Ground level of Blackbum 
Center all week. 
ATTENTION: lLLINOIS CLUB 
MEETING TUE. APRIL 7 
RM.148 BLACKBURN 
CENTER 
H.U.S.A. needs volunteers for 
"Hands Around the Capital" a 
Rally for D.C. Statehood 4/4/92 
Sign-up in the HUSA office 
Student Cluster BB/BS Spring 
Fling 4/4/92 10-4p.m. H.U. 
Valley 
Mandatory!! TEXAS CLUB 
MEETING on Tues. April 7, 
1992@ 6:30pm in the Blackbum 
Forum 
' 
FOR RENT 
(4) Rooms for Rent! 2@ $265 & 
2 @ $290. all utilities included. 
Available NOW. Leave a message 
(30 I) 990-9577 
A NICE SPACE TO RENT! 
Master bedroom suite, $500.00 a 
month. Near the Woodner in 
NW, 3 minutes from 16th and 
14th Streets, 10 minutes from 
METRO, fireplace, quiet , 
neighborhood, call (202 529· 
1771 for more info. 
For Rent in N.E. D.C. I 
Bedroom Apartment, Kitchen and 
bath plus utilities $350.00 per 
month Call (202) 882-8508 I 
room for $45.00 weekly 
Faculty, Students, Parents, 
Architects, Organizations: A 
house for everyone, low interest 
rates, some help with down 
payments from sellers. some with 
other financing ... 
1829 6th St., NW $50,000 Shell 
1334 Girard St .. NW $185,000 4 
4 BR/ I BA 
338 Elm St., NW $94,500 
6 BR/2 BA 
1412 Underwood St., NW 
$199,000 3 BR/2.5BA 
4203 16th St. , NW $239,000 
3 BR/2 BA 
2514 Ontario Rd., NW $249,000 
6 BR/3 BA 
1414 Underwood St., NW 
$265,000 3 BR/ 2.5 BA 
2542 13th St., NW $349,000 
6 BR/ 2.5 BA & Unit 
' . 1841 Ontano Pl., NW ~399,000 
4 BR/ 3.5 BA 
Plus many more. Some of these 
houses are ready to move into. 
Some are ready for your 
renovation. Call DC Realty 
202/667-1776 
STUNNING 3 BR 2.5 BA 
DUPLEX avail. May I. Truly 
gorgeous apartment overlooking 
Anna J. Cooper Circle at 3rd and 
T NW, South of Sloan Hall. 
Fireplace. Great light. 2 
balconies, D/W, W /D, CAC, 
1700+ sq ft. Great landlord. 
$1200/mo. + utilities. Sec. Dep. 
Call 202-726-3777. 
Room with Kitchen. Near U St. 
Metro. Quiet, responsible Male 
Graduate student only. $400 + 
security deposit. 483-8966. 
Recently Renovated 3 Bedroom 
one bath in a nice neighborhood 
for $985.00 and also a remodeled 
spacious efficiency for $425. Call 
now (301) 681-3897 
LOW ON CASH? RENT? OUR 
NO DEPOSIT APTS! CALL 4 
DETAILS: (301) 248-4938 
(3) large, separate, fully furni shed 
rooms available at $325.00. (l) 
·small room furnished $275.00. 
An English basement is carpeted 
and fully furnished and has own 
• 
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kitchen plus separate entry way. 
Accommodates up to 2 students. 
One student $450.00, two 
' 
students $275.00 each. Rent 
includes utilities. Leave message 
(202) 291-1480 
3 Furnished rooms in large house 
close to school. All Utilities 
included $225-325. One available 
now, others June 1st. Females 
only. (30 I) 249-6964 
ROOMS 4 RENT $265 & $300 
HARVARD & GEORGIA 
AREAS FOR SUMMER OR 
CONTINUOUS W/D, MIC. 
PARTIALLY REMODELED 
CALL 462-7456 • 
3 BR duplex, spacious, recent 
renovation, walking distance, 
WW, DW, WD, CAC, $1,130.00 
($377 per person) plus utilities. 
Mrs. Drummond (301) 229-2485 
FOR SALE 
DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100 
86 BRONC0 ...................... $50 
91 BLAZER ........................ $150 
77 JEEP CJ. ......................... $50 
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. 
Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details. (801) 379-2930. 
Copyright #DC I 2KKC 
CHEAP! FBllU.S. SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES ................... $200 
86 VW .................................. $50 
87 MERCEDES ................... $ I 00 
65 MUSTANG ..................... $50 
Choose from thousands starting 
$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording 
Reveals Details (801) 379-2929 
Copyright #DC 12KJC 
New Kenmore Refrigerator & 
Dishwasher for sale, White , 
30ins x 5 ft. & 30 ins. x 30 ins. 4 
sa le $225 Each or Best offer. Call 
462-7456 
For Sale: 6 1/2" Bazooka bass 
lube speakers. $125 or best offer 
call D.A. 898-1571 
SERVICES 
Quality VCR 
Repair 
Guaranteed Service 
Low Rates 
Call (202) 882-5845 
HELP WANTED 
POOL SUPERVISORS - Must 
have pool operators license; 
minirnum two years experience. 
Top pay, good bonuses. Call 
American Pool today (30 I) 464-
2600 
Research Technicians 
WANTED: must know how to 
perfonn a computerized search. 
Legal, Technical, Business, Arts 
and Health Concerns. You set 
your own hours, call (202)529· 
8787. 
ASTRON WORLD WIDE 
PRODUCTS "HOW TO MAKE 
$500,00 A WEEK TYPING AT 
HOME" EARN MONEY typing 
at home. Many people needed. 
Amazing recorded message 
reveals details. (202) 310-1296 
Ext. #102 
Exceptional Opportunity 
Growing Company seeks Highly 
motivated Individuals for 
sales/marketing. PT $175-$350 
Ff $350-500/wk. For more info 
contact Mr. Perry 1-800-225-
0256 ext. 54423 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and 
TV Scripts. Fill out simple 
"like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, 
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording (801) 
379· 2925 Co~rifht #DC l 2KEB $200 . $5ooE ktV 
Assemble products at home. 
Easy! No selling. You're paid 
direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE 
24 Hour Recording. (801) 379-
2900 Copyright #DC l 2KDH 
Tutor-Counselor needed for six 
week residential program 6(21 · 
7/31/92. Sophomore, Junior, 
Senior, or Graduate students with 
proficiency in English, Math, 
Science, Counseling. 2.00 or 
better G.P.A. $1,000 plus room 
and board. Applications 
available: Howard University 
Upward Bound Program Room 
201 Carnegie Bldg. 
Crew, Actors, and Actresses 
needed for film shoot. Contact 
John: 797-1834 A.S.A.P. 
MODEL SEARCH Educational 
media firm is seeking ,black 
models for promotional ad. 
Ethnic look encouraged. Send 
headshot to: SPICE Corporation 
333 7th Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
PERSONALS 
MICHAEL SIMMONS, 
FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT 
CANDIDATE OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES. 
CONGRATULATIONS O.N A 
GOOD FIGHT, HONEY. 
THEY'RE STILL WIPING THE 
9 SCRAPE MARKS OFF OF 
THEIR BUTTS. -- LQVE, 
BABY GIRL 
Confidential to Lucayan 5083, 
5084: Let's get together for stolen 
rum punch and CONCH 
FRITTERS - Gotcha' E-Love, 
thanx for the biscuit. -- Mama J. 
BRAAAAP' Goes the Blue & 
White, Guess they just couldn 't 
handle the Hype, out w/ the old in 
with the new No disrespect to 
those who were True Blue! Nuff 
gunshot to the Que Teddi Bear or 
Que·P-Doll. Soror I got your 
chicken wing (s111ile). -- Mad-
Nasty 
Endzone, Blue-Phi can't \vait 
to get to know you better. --Guess 
Congrats to all my sands of A<j>A. 
-- 12-A-92 Z$B 
Anubis 11, Finally 1nade it 
over. Congrats. Love ya, China 
Doll 
Sorors. (Z$B), I missed you 
all. --Silent Melody II 
The Astronomer, Hang in 
there. I love you. Baby Girl. P.S. 
l'n1 glad you're niy spec 
The Blue & White family. 
Special. ain't it ' 
Zone I, Motown Philly. Too 
legit, If we survived the 
"National lampoo11s spring 
break frotn Hell," we can 
survive anything. God blessed 
us. ·· Love Hoover 
Mastermind, I wanted to be 
the First one to give you a 
hilltopic just because I love you, 
line brother. ·-Love Hoover 
To the my sands of A$A 
Congratulations 14-A-92 Z$B 
Erick; ... Uh ... How many 
personals will it take? Hard to 
believe that THOSE eyes can't 
see the big picture. Questions? 
Comments? ·· Your Personal Pal 
J-Nice, Thanks for being 
patient, caring, understanding, 
sympathetic, and loving to my 
never-ending needs. -- Love 
Your Boo! 
Shellene Johnson, Happy 
Birthday! I'm sorry this is just a 
little late. -· Lisa Mona 
I'm the undercover step freak. 
"Nights like thi s" -- Clown 06 
Night train, Stay in motion. ·· 
5-B-92 · 
5s are live! ·· 5-B-92 
-Akhenaten 
Who's in the house? The 
Pharoahs of Theni are in the 
house. -- The Crucible (A$A) 
Sands, Congratulations -- 5-8-
92 ' 
Kiongozi, We talked that talk 
now we are going to walk that 
walk. -- Your sons, The 
Pharoahs of Theni 
IO·B-91, Spec. You're the 
greatest frat! --5·B-92 
· Akhenaten 
' 
But we know w o's soon to be 
the master! So watch out! 
.. Disciple of Rhythm 
To the Professor, Welcome 
home baby. Let's play house this 
weekend and pretend it was like 
the day before you left.·· Hone~ 
Pootie: Last week was a relief. 
I enjoyed every minute. Thank 
you for putting up with my 
crazy moods. I LOVE YOU! ·· 
T.H. 
TO MacDaddy, 'I his is just a 
small message to remind you 
that l really do love and care 
about you. I know you are going 
through some changes right now 
and H hasn't been easy for you. 
But remember I will always try 
to be there for you, try to keep 
an open mind about your 
situation , and try to be 
understanding, because I know 
your a special kind and I want 
to hold on to you. You know this 
can also be hard on me 
sometimes, but I suppose we 
just have to be patient with each 
other. And if in the end we are 
still together, then we were 
definitely meant to be . -·Love 
from the one you love, Mac 
Mama 
To Kimber R, It would be you 
and I, but I'm sti ll waiting cuz I 
'Otta love. -- From, The S£ike 
o: '!'he Crucible 5-B-92 llA 
Congratulations on a job well 
done. It was a long journey, but 
you made it. Now utilize what 
you have to uplift our 
community and people. -·(cuz), 
Dino 
So Sonya Bird, You're 20 now so 
1his means thal new blue cheese . 
can enter the life; therefore, 
blowing the tumbleweeds out the 
door. Happy Birthday I love you 
dork. -- TRACY 
Dr. enifer why aren't we 
(Howard) in the race for black 
National Merit Scholars? P.S. A 
brief commentary would be very 
appreciable. ·· A concerned 
student 
l EROME, Hey Romey, Guess 
what, I miss you! You owe me 
=====,,,A!!!p=rll 3, 1992 
dinner dwebazoid and don't try 
to front or I'll start treating you 
like I treat the rest. No Respect-
-Signed, I'm not paranoid 
anymoreH.U.S.A. would like to 
thank all the Alex Williams 
Campaign volunteers. 
Yo, 
Pharoahs of Theni 
Cameo Appearance II 
Mood Indigo 
Afrikanus 
Ashante III 
Akhenaten 
Sudden Impact Ill 
Menchere 
Anubis II 
Monomotapa 
The Black Sultan II 
We're Proud of you guys, now the 
hard part begins. 
.. from 
KIONGOZI 
ARMAGEDDON 
&REVELATION 
alias The Jazz 
Snup de Loop, I doubted you 
time and time but I guess when 
you really want something you go 
for it. Where proud of you from 
all your boys. Especially S-Rock 
and I-Nub you owe us. 
Pharoahs, We did it. Lets buy 
those shoes! --8-B-92 
Jody Watley, I thought about you 
on my spring break. ··Bobby 
SONYA! HAPPY 20TH 
BIRTHDAY!!! We love you and 
we hope you have a great day 
today!! From Tracy, Michele, 
Trina, Natalie, Debi, and Tracy 
FOUR- We are about to be in 
effect and all that·· ONE 
To KIONGOZI-- Thanks to you 
the light is finally mine. Time to 
repay the favor: size 12 right? 
6·B·92 
To my Pharoah sands, 
We finally made it and 
like I said, "Ain't nothin to it but 
to do it." Scandalous 
Yo Kemetian 
Hope you're doing be11er 
since your trip to see your aunt. 
I'm always here to suppor1 you 
remember that 0.K . 
Above the Law 
Happy, Happy. Joy, Joy 1 
Hello everyone. J.D. will come 
again one day ! ! ! 
THE SECOND ANNUAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
OWNERSHIP WORKSHOP 
' 
April 18, 1992 
''Minority Ownership In The 90s: 
, 
A Decade of Difference'' 
Sponsored by 
Howard University School of Communications 
Department of Radio, Television, and Film 
School of Communications Student Council 
1 
